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Needs Assessment concerning the Objectives

Partner country (coordinator school): Hungary

School: Vermes Miklós Általános Iskola

It can be said about our logical-mathematical talent care program:

		Developing the ability of engrossment is…

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out engrossment?

		Individual logic games (puzzles, rule games, mechanical puzzles, etc.), double games (board games, etc.) , games suitable to develop the awareness and coordination



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Collaborative education is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		X

		

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out collaborative education?

		giant games played in teams , common constructions, teaching team leadership, team competitions, joint programs



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Enrichment. (juggling, teaching games, having a look to other disciplines) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out enrichment?

		astronomy, language games, science experiments, autopsy, museum pedagogy, science and human outings, crafts, game construction, tournaments, skill games



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Relaxation. (Folk dance, game building, creating tension easing games and understanding of games suitable to develop the awareness and coordination) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out relaxation?

		teaching dance, sport, indoor play centre, tightrope, programs in connection with animals



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		X

		

		



		Creativity (research, game design, finding original ideas) is …



		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out creativity?

		construction and building of games, craft works, tasks for families: genuine dices, newly developed games, decoration works,



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		To build the objectives on an intensive motivational base,   (games, tales, movements, etc.) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out this goal?

		We play a lot, do sports, organize large movement games, organize camps, do craft works, dramatize tasks, compete, make friends



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		X

		

		







Needs Assessment concerning the Objectives

Partner country: Belgium

School: Ecole Communale du Laveu2

It can be said about our logical-mathematical talent care program:

		Developing the ability of engrossment is…

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out engrossment?

		Some logical-mathematical games during free time.



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		x

		

		



		Collaborative education is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		x

		

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out collaborative education?

		Tutoring, class concil,  sponsorship, workgroup, ...

We are a Freinet school. Cooperation is very important for us.



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		Enrichment. (juggling, teaching games, having a look to other disciplines) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		x

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out enrichment?

		Our work is based on student supplies and ideas.

We are open-minded on outside school environment.



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		x

		

		



		Relaxation. (Folk dance, game building, creating tension easing games and understanding of games suitable to develop the awareness and coordination) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		x

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out relaxation?

		Brain gym, relaxation with the “little frog method”, we are often learning when we're playing games



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		x

		

		



		Creativity (research, game design, finding original ideas) is …



		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		x

		

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out creativity?

		We emphasize children creativity with arts like painting, creating movies, games or theatre.



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		To build the objectives on an intensive motivational base,   (games, tales, movements, etc.) is ……

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		x

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out this goal?

		We are often working on what children bring. (material or ideas)

What Freinet called the “surprise”



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		







Needs Assessment concerning the Objectives

Partner country: Italy

School: Istituto Comprensivo De Amicis-Da Vinci, Caserta 

It can be said about our logical-mathematical talent care program:

		Developing the ability of engrossment is…

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out engrossment?

		Individual and team games (memory games, puzzles, riddles, crosswords, chains of words, coupling games, etc.) 



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		Collaborative education is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out collaborative education?

		We try to develop the ability to discover the solution of a problem discussing all together the matter and inviting each pupil to give his /her contribute of ideas; we want to improve this way of working together.  



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		Enrichment. (juggling, teaching games, having a look to other disciplines) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		x

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out enrichment?

		Science experiments, construction of maps, creation of texts in rhyme ,tongue twisters, fairy tales, etc. to develop our students’ attitude to transform what they have learnt into competence, but we hope to increase their logical abilities when facing problems to solve at school and in real life.



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		Relaxation. (Folk dance, game building, creating tension easing games and understanding of games suitable to develop the awareness and coordination) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out relaxation?

		We organize dances, mimed rhymes and songs, musical events to develop the awareness of rhythm and coordination in movements, but they are not strictly connected with a program of relaxation before facing a logical task; we would learn to put together games of the mind and the body.   



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		Creativity (research, game design, finding original ideas) is …



		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		x

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out creativity?

		We try to develop Art abilities promoting creation of original craftworks with different materials, we hope to direct our students’ creativity towards invention of logical games. 



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		To build the objectives on an intensive motivational base,   (games, tales, movements, etc.) is ..

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out this goal?

		Outdoor and sport games, dramatizations could be an important starting point for increasing motivation, interest and propension to cooperation.



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		





Needs Assessment concerning the Objectives

Partner country: Austria

School: Neue Mittelschule Pettenbach

It can be said about our logical-mathematical talent care program:

		Developing the ability of engrossment is…

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out engrossment?

		Different kind of games are used for learning and teaching



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		Collaborative education is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		x

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out collaborative education?

		Team teaching, team competitions



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		x

		

		



		Enrichment. (juggling, teaching games, having a look to other disciplines) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		x

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out enrichment?

		Language games, science experiments, museum pedagogy crafts, skill games



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		

		x

		



		Relaxation. (Folk dance, game building, creating tension easing games and understanding of games suitable to develop the awareness and coordination) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out relaxation?

		Possibility of yoga, braingym



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		Creativity (research, game design, finding original ideas) is …



		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out creativity?

		Decoration work



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		x

		

		

		



		To build the objectives on an intensive motivational base,   (games, tales, movements, etc.) is ……

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		x

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out this goal?

		Different motivating introductions of lessons



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		x

		

		







Needs Assessment concerning the Objectives

Partner country: Portugal

School: Agrupamento de escolas de Manteigas

It can be said about our logical-mathematical talent care program:

		Developing the ability of engrossment is…

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out engrossment?

		



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Collaborative education is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		X

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out collaborative education?

		



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Enrichment. (juggling, teaching games, having a look to other disciplines) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out enrichment?

		



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Relaxation. (Folk dance, game building, creating tension easing games and understanding of games suitable to develop the awareness and coordination) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		X

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out relaxation?

		



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Creativity (research, game design, finding original ideas) is …



		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out creativity?

		



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		To build the objectives on an intensive motivational base,   (games, tales, movements, etc.) is ……

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out this goal?

		



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		







Needs Assessment concerning the Objectives

Partner country: Spain

School: Colegio La Milagrosa, Úbeda

It can be said about our logical-mathematical talent care program:

		Developing the ability of engrossment is…

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		X

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out engrossment?

		 Sudoku, response to optical illusion images in order to respond to everyday stimuli, playing with Polygons, plaited origami polyhedral. 



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Collaborative education is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out collaborative education?

		We are in the process of innovating our teaching methodology and the teaching staffs are attending courses in this area. We have introduced activities such as problem solving using jigsaw classroom technique, game tournaments in small teams, and small group investigations to improve higher-order thinking skills such as analysis and evaluation, for projects to be shown at a Science Fair.  



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Enrichment. (juggling, teaching games, having a look to other disciplines) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		X

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out enrichment?

		Chemistry and Physics experiments. Model making such as models of neurons and the heart. Design of geometric figures that follow a progression. Same students (12-14) receive extra- tuition with the end result of taking part in a mathematical Olympiad at regional level called Thales competition. This year, for the first time, the upper school (14-16) is entering a competition on Financial Maths.



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		Relaxation. (Folk dance, game building, creating tension easing games and understanding of games suitable to develop the awareness and coordination) is …

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		X

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out relaxation?

		Mindfulness relaxation activities, end of year dance and music festivals performed by students. We have a yearly family meeting where sports, cooking and singing competitions are held, and not only students but also parents take part in those activities. 



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		X

		

		



		Creativity (research, game design, finding original ideas) is …



		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		X

		

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out creativity?

		Technology projects such as building basic cars made out of recycled materials, and all the projects for the science fair are craft made by our students.  As well as that, they handmade models to visualize concepts seen in class, and go on to explain their findings later on  to the younger students at school. 



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		Yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		X

		

		

		



		To build the objectives on an intensive motivational base,   (games, tales, movements, etc.) is ……

		especially characteristic of our school

		characteristic of our school

		a rarely dealt issue in our school

		a never dealt issue in our school



		

		

		

		X

		



		What methods and activities are used to carry out this goal?

		We organize field trips once a year;  We have multi-sport activities with competitions. Drama and choir activities.



		I think that activities to this effect are necessary.

		It would be very important

		yes

		Occasionally yes

		no



		

		

		X

		

		










Financial Tracking Log

(criteria applied)

		task

		responsible person(s)



		facilitator(s)



		methodes and means



		deadline



		things to do in case of slippage

		financial issues

		person financially responsible



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		










Sample meeting checklist for the host schools

1. Preparing children

· introduction of the project

· introduction of the guest students

· transferring information sheets

· discussions on behaviour and etiquette 

· language preparation 

· assigning responsibilities 

· consultation on games 

· preparing presentations

· taking up contact with the guest children





2. Preparing families

· teacher parent meeting

· taking up contact with the parents of the guest children

· Family day expectations, requests

· expectations and requests  with regard to accommodation, supply



3. Preparing for the meeting

· financial planning

· preparation for hospitality 

· bookings: accommodation, eating out

· excursions (transport, tickets, reservations, meals, guides)

· preparation of presentations

· preparing for teaching games

· purchase of games

· building giant games (optional)

· purchase of materials for giant games (optional)

· preparing samples

· designing takeaway hand-made games

· organizing game programs

· purchase of materials for takeaway hand-made games

· purchase of national game inventions for the guests

· preparing a description of national game inventions

· preparing dramatization (optional)

· program for the evening of the family day (folk dance, presenters, etc.)

· planning relaxing games

· planning enriching games (optional)

· organizing a farewell party

· saying good-bye to the guests







4. Preparing for the Game Party

· compilation of the program scenario

· preparation of game sites

· development of a game 

· preparation of journey forms for the Game Party

· purchase of toys, tools, materials

· inviting guests outside the project (parents, neighbouring schools)

· informing guests outside the project

· inviting representatives of the mayor's office (optional)

· inviting school district leaders

· inviting local press

· providing meals (optional)

· betting site equipment 

· sound system

· inviting artists included in the program

· furnishings the game rooms

· organisation of the performance









Sample meeting checklist for the guest schools (for travellers)



1. Preparing children

· introduction of the project

· introduction of the host students

· preparing information sheets

· discussions on behaviour and etiquette 

· English language preparation 

· assigning of responsibilities 

· enlisting needful things for the trip 

· taking up contact with the host children

· preparing for the Game Party





2. Preparing families

· teacher parent meeting

· taking up contact with the parents of the host children

· enlisting needful things for the trip



3. Preparing for travelling



· travelling arrangements (booking flights, etc.)

· preparing an own game for the Game Party

· preparing for the furnishings of the game room reflecting country-specific atmosphere

· enlisting needful things for the trip 

· preparing teachers and their self-preparation 

· financial planning



















Work Plan of the meetings



Compulsory component of each meeting

1. Greeting

2. Discussion of technical details

3. Presentation of the school on the basis of  given aspects (teacher's presentation) (theory)

4. Tour in the school building (practice)

5. Series of teacher's presentations (theory)

6. Analysis of the results achieved so far and the challenges we face in activities aimed at achieving the objectives set with particular regard to the work of the school talent care. On the first meeting the program is a common analizes of the objectives and discussion of the program plan. (detailed in the "Meeting Program Plan" annex)

6. Each partner school presents national innovations, inventions, achievements connected to the game. (theory)

Host student presentations introduce the inventors, the main points of the games, the circumstances of their birth, their curiosities. On the transnational meeting students teach guest teachers.

The guest students try out the games and play together with the pupils of the host school. (practice)

7. The guest children and teachers participate in a programme where logic, board and problem solving games are played. (practice)

The games are taught by local students. After the learning process the games are played together. The local teachers give their colleagues information about the application areas of the learned games, their versions and the possibilities of their differentiation.



8. Creation of games on three levels (practice) (detailed in the "Meetings Program Plan" Annex)



· ENLARGEMENT of GAMES



· REWORDING of LOGIC PUZZLES



· OUR INDIVIDUAL GAMES 



The rules and the realization of the game will be planned through our own ideas. We will learn it with the partners. 

We believe that the homemade game is very good because 

- it has a great motivational effect on students 

- it can be played by teams 

- it can be played with large movements, which is quite developing, in addition, it has stress-relieving effects and is child-friendly

- as we often make the games with the children they regard them as their own, and this makes  these games very likable 

- it extremely develops the community 

- it has an effect not only on the logic but improves mathematics-related skills (obtaining the right headwear requires not only fast thinking, but fast legs, short reaction time, good situational awareness too). 



9. "ACTING OUT”, DRAMATIZATION OF THE LOGICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS (optional item) (practice) 

Several math problems are known that if "we could hold in our hand" it would be much more meaningful. Of course children must be able to imagine them by some problem-solving routines, they must become capable of abstraction, but not at the beginning of their study. The host school shows their well-established practice (if there is any) in this field in a joint game. 

10. Introduction of talent management practices of the host country (theory) (optional item) 

(priority projects, networking, supporting institutions, special institutions, application/tender habits, curiosities, etc.).

11. Making relaxing and enriching games together. (Practice) 

We plan to make games, sports equipment and objects which are expectedly unknown to the partners and suitable for reliving stress or developing coordination, concentration, manual dexterity, attention, etc… This programme element will also end in games to try out the pieces of work. Of course, in order to prepare their own games at their school guests can take them home with the description of the preparation process and with some materials they will need. 



12. Presentation of good practices for enrichment (practice) (optional item) 

The host school chooses an activity that is an outside area of the logical-mathematical talent field but works with an exemplary success and has a great popularity among children of the school. It can be an activity related to other discipline (novel experiments, astronomy show, pet care, gardening, etc), sports, or art. 



13. GAME PARTY 

Closing event of each meeting. Here, guests will have the leading role. Each country brings an own game that is popular in its country and suitable for playing jointly. The teachers and students of the district schools will be invited to this programme by the host school. They will be asked to play by the students and teachers of the guest countries. The room where the party takes place (classrooms, hall, patio, etc) must be decorated in advance with typical accessories, symbols and banners of their countries to receive the participants. The invited participants try out all games passing from place to place while teachers from the surrounding schools may get acquainted with new games. The game party is out of the program in case of the transnational meeting.

Each host school organizes a farewell party for the students where the invited participants of the Game-party are also welcomed. The students get to know each other, use the common language, try new dances. The adults exchange experiences, talk developing acquaintances, building relationships and they receive information about the collaboration and the programmes of the host and partner schools. 



14. Excursions for knowing better each other and relaxation. 

The host school organizes bus trips to its city and its surroundings. 

Family Day (detailed in Annex "Meeting Program Plan" section.) 




Outcomes Assessment concerning the Objectives

Partner country:

School:

It can be said about our logical-mathematical talent care program following the completion of the project:

		Evaluation of acquired knowledge, methods and activities with regards of developing the ability of engrossment 

		We have gained extremely valuable experience 

		The project provided the expected knowledge

		I expected more on this topic

		The project could not provide new knowledge



		

		

		

		

		



		What specific activities and methods could you learn about this subject?

		



		At what level can you integrate the obtained knowledge into your talent management?

		We obtained knowledge that fits our activities well and can be used in our regular work effectively 

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can be integrated only occasionally in the regular work of our school 

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can hardly be integrated in the regular work of our school

		We obtained knowledge that cannot be used in our regular work



		

		

		

		

		



		Evaluation of acquired knowledge, methods and activities with regards of developing the ability of collaboration

		We have gained extremely valuable experience 

		The project provided the expected knowledge

		I expected more on this topic

		The project could not provide new knowledge



		

		

		

		

		



		What specific activities and methods could you learn about this subject?

		



		At what level can you integrate the obtained knowledge into your talent management?

		We obtained knowledge that fits our activities well and can be used in our regular work effectively

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can be integrated only occasionally in the regular work of our school

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can hardly be integrated in the regular work of our school

		We obtained knowledge that cannot be used in our regular work



		

		

		

		

		



		Evaluation of acquired knowledge, methods and activities with regards of developing the ability of enrichment

		We have gained extremely valuable experience 

		The project provided the expected knowledge

		I expected more on this topic

		The project could not provide new knowledge



		

		

		

		

		



		What specific activities and methods could you learn about this subject?

		



		At what level can you integrate the obtained knowledge into your talent management?

		We obtained knowledge that fits our activities well and can be used in our regular work effectively

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can be integrated only occasionally in the regular work of our school

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can hardly be integrated in the regular work of our school

		We obtained knowledge that cannot be used in our regular work



		

		

		

		

		



		Evaluation of acquired knowledge, methods and activities with regards of developing the ability of relaxation

		We have gained extremely valuable experience 

		The project provided the expected knowledge

		I expected more on this topic

		The project could not provide new knowledge



		

		

		

		

		



		What specific activities and methods could you learn about this subject?

		



		At what level can you integrate the obtained knowledge into your talent management?

		We obtained knowledge that fits our activities well and can be used in our regular work effectively

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can be integrated only occasionally in the regular work of our school

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can hardly be integrated in the regular work of our school

		We obtained knowledge that cannot be used in our regular work



		

		

		

		

		



		Evaluation of acquired knowledge, methods and activities with regards of developing the ability of creativity

		We have gained extremely valuable experience 

		The project provided the expected knowledge

		I expected more on this topic

		The project could not provide new knowledge



		

		

		

		

		



		What specific activities and methods could you learn about this subject?

		



		At what level can you integrate the obtained knowledge into your talent management?

		We obtained knowledge that fits our activities well and can be used in our regular work effectively

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can be integrated only occasionally in the regular work of our school

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can hardly be integrated in the regular work of our school

		We obtained knowledge that cannot be used in our regular work



		

		

		

		

		



		Evaluation of acquired knowledge, methods and activities with regards of developing the ability of building on an intensive motivational base

		We have gained extremely valuable experience 

		The project provided the expected knowledge

		I expected more on this topic

		The project could not provide new knowledge



		

		

		

		

		



		What specific activities and methods could you learn about this subject?

		



		At what level can you integrate the obtained knowledge into your talent management?

		We obtained knowledge that fits our activities well and can be used in our regular work effectively

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can be integrated only occasionally in the regular work of our school

		We obtained useful knowledge but it can hardly be integrated in the regular work of our school

		We obtained knowledge that cannot be used in our regular work



		

		

		

		

		








Sample Meeting Program Plan



1st day (Wednesday)

· Journey, arrival, receiving the guests

· Welcome

· Technical discussion, information

2nd day (Thursday)

· Preliminary discussions

· Introduction of the school on the basis of the specific criteria (teacher's presentation) (theory):

· number of students, environment, characteristics of families, specific features

· school calendar and schedule

· taught time, subjects

· school services (sports, Arts, circles, etc.)

· further study customs and features, schooling

· teaching staff, division of labour

· parental community

· teachers community

· etc.



· Guided tour in the school building (practice)

· Teacher's presentations (theory)



Presentation of the current state of the specific objectives defined jointly in accordance with the Needs Assessment questionnaire about the talent support in the host school's work. An outline of the initial state (first part):


· Approaches, activities, methods used during the purposeful development in the talent fields of the logical-mathematical and interpersonal areas focusing on practical approaches.

· The way in which development of engrossment takes place. This is an essential skill to the effectiveness of logical thinking.  Presentation of these methods, strategies, proven components and the results.

· School scenes, results and methods of teaching collaboration.

· Since the whole project is based on the game that is the most intensive way to develop children's activity we also expect the host school to share their own games that improve logical-mathematical, interpersonal areas. This is also a perfect opportunity to mention all the forthcoming practical presentations, trainings and well-tried innovative ideas which are worth for an exchange. At the same time they introduce their forthcoming practical presentations, trainings, innovative ideas worth for an exchange.



· The guest children and teachers participate in a programme where logic, board, problem solving games are played. (practice)

The games are taught by the host students. After the learning process the games are played together. The host teachers give their colleagues information about the application areas of the learned games, their versions and the opportunities for differentiation.



· Creation of games on three levels (practice) (detailed in the "Meeting Program Plan" Annex )



· ENLARGEMENT of GAMES

A simple way is to build the well-tried and likeable games (logic board games available in toyshops) in big size which is suitable for team games. We also revise the rules a bit in our version.



· REPHRASING LOGIC PUZZLES

Logic puzzles based on a specific train of thoughts will be rephrased, adapted in a completely different form, but we aim to keep the same idea and algorithm. (In these games, the content of the reformulation is an own idea.) 



· OUR INDIVIDUAL GAMES 



The rule, idea and creation of the game are based on own ideas.



· Evening sightseeing  

Participants: the students and the teachers of the host and partner institutions involved in the project



3rd day (Friday)

· Morning excursion (Visiting the surrounding and local sights)

Participants: the students and the teachers of the host and partner institutions involved in the project

· Each partner school presents national innovations, inventions, achievements connected to the game. (theory)

· Student presentations introduce the inventors, the main points of the games, the circumstances of their birth and curiosities. Each participant prepares a 4-5-page booklet which gives a brief description of these games with photos. One of these games will be given as a present and this way by the end of the project each partner schools will be enriched by 6 interesting, novel and previously unknown games. They can show and play them with their own students in their schools.

· The guest students try out the games and play together with the pupils of the host school. (practice)

· ACTING OUT”, DRAMATIZATION OF THE LOGICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS (optional item) 

· Several math problems are known that “if we could hold in our hands" it would be much more meaningful. Of course children must be able to imagine them by some problem-solving routines, they must become capable of abstraction, but not at the beginning of our study. The host school shows the well-established practice (if there is any) in this field in a joint game. 



4th day (Saturday)

· Full day excursion (a little further  but prominent sights in the host country)

Participants: the students and the teachers of the host and partner institutions involved in the project

5th day (Sunday)

· Family Day (early afternoon) 

This day the guest students live the host family's life. They have opportunities to try the traditional food, cultural habits, recreation, etc. in the host country. The family that is responsible for the guest children provides them with food, a rich programme and experiences. Since their children will also participate in an exchange program, they will receive the financial and moral support in return. The families will make contact with each other, the students and their parents will get acquainted before the meeting. The teachers participating in the program take responsibility for the host families. The guest teachers prepare their students in advance for events that they can expect at the foreign families and for the appropriate behaviour. The supervision of the children is implemented according to the requirements written in the Risk Management Plan.



· Afternoon game 

Free play with logical and board games with the assistance of the host students

· Folk dance evening and dance club

· Presentation, teaching, practice of traditional dances of the host country 



6th day (Monday)

Teacher’s presentation

Presentation of the current state of the specific objectives defined jointly in accordance with the Needs Assessment questionnaire about the talent support in the host school's work. An outline of the initial state (second part):

· Practical experience of enriching: What types of tools does the particular school provide more for deploying the promising talents’ gifts in accordance with their talent field? What new ideas do they use to implement this practice? (Particularly with respect to the content enrichment). What new ideas, exciting themes outside of the traditional curriculum are applied in improving students’ skills?

· Relaxation. How does the school implement the talented and other children’s needs for relaxation which is essential in their learning process, their main activity (studying). What kind of stress relief activities and methods do they use? Are these activities completely different from the accustomed ones to be able to shift the children in space and time from the place of study, and daily routine as possible? At this point it is necessary to mention the improvement of the talented children’s weak points.

· What kind of activities and methods are used to develop the students and teachers' creativity?



· Introduction of talent management practices of the host country (optional item) 

(priority projects, networking, supporting institutions, special institutions, tender habits, curiosities, etc.).

· Making relaxing, enriching games together. (Practice) 

The guests make such a game, sports equipment, an original and novel one together that is expected to be unknown for the partners and suitable for the relief of stress or developing coordination, concentration, manual dexterity, attention, etc. This programme element also ends with games because these pieces of work must be tried out. Of course, in order to prepare their own games at home guests can take the outputs home with the description of the preparation process and the list of the materials they will need. 



· Presentation of the enriching good exercise (practice) (optional item) 

The host school chooses an activity that is an outside area of the logical-mathematical talent field but works with an exemplary success and has a great popularity among children of the school. It can be an activity related to other science (novel experiments, astronomy show, pet care, gardening, etc.), or sports, music or art. 



· GAME PARTY 



This is the closing event of each meeting where guests will have the leading role. Each country brings an own game that is popular in its country and suitable for playing jointly. Teachers and students of the district schools invited to this programme by the host school will be asked to play with them. Each game site (classrooms, hall, patio, etc.) must be decorated in advance with typical accessories, symbols and banners of their countries to receive the participants. The invited students try out all the games passing from place to place while teachers from the surrounding schools may get acquainted with them. 



· Farewell party



Each host school organizes a farewell party for the students where the invited participants of the Game-party are also welcomed. The students get to know each other, use the common language, and try new dances. The adults exchange experiences, talk to each other and develop acquaintances, build relationships. They can exchange information about the host and partner schools.



7th day Tuesday)

· Farewell

· Departure of the guests
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										Planned Schedule of Activities										appropriation of (€)

		phase		month		topic		activities		location		methodes and means		facilitator		target group		deadline		management 		exceptional costs		cost of living 		responsible person(s)

		preparation				first stage		topic selection, project planning, searching for partners, selection, application writing, administrative work, contact		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, investigations questionnares, surveys, e-mail		school coordinators		not relevant		31.03.2016.								Ferencné Paragi  (Hu) 

				1. Sept		second stage		clarifying the division of tasks, organizational tasks, clarifying the checklist of the meetings 		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, e-mail, video conference		school coordinators		coordinators		31.09.2016		1750 management						Ferencné Paragi  (Hu) Anikó Blazicsek  (Hu)

						arrangements for the 1st meeting		preparation for the visit, travel arrangements, required preparation of children and introductory material		countries travelling to the meeting 		organization, discussion, language preparation		school coordinators, travelling teachers		Teachers: Belgian:3, Italian:3, Portuguese 2, Austrian: 2, Spanish:2.		31.10.2016.				3300 exceptional costs for Hungary				leaders of meeting traveller groups

								program planning, discussions, preparing children, preparing presentations, tools, purchase of materials, preparation of samples, accommodation and tour organization, preparation of game descriptions, "Game-treasury"		Hungary		organization, discussion, language preparation, creative work, design, equipment purchase		trustees of the host school staff		Hungarian teachers:  32 Hungarian students: 130								travel individual support for teachers and students		Ferencné Paragi  (Hu) Anikó Blazicsek (Hu)

				2. Oct		M1: the 1st meeting		getting acquainted, school introduction, quality insurance, schedule, recalling the risk management plan, presentations, teaching and learning games, national games, good practices of talent management, game preparation, cultural trips, dr Éva Gyarmathy's presentation about talent care work		Hungary		consultation, examination, consultation, creating intellectual product, partner meeting, presentation of good practices		trustees of the host school staff		Teachers: Belgian:3, Italian:3, Portuguese 2, Austrian: 2, Spanish:2.             Hungarian teachers:  32 Hungarian students: 130				1750 managemen						Ferencné Paragi  (Hu) Anikó Blazicsek  (Hu)

		implementation																		1750 management

				3-Nov		setting up the common web site		IT implementation		Spain		designing the web site		Spanish IT teacher		not relevant		30.11.2016.		1750 management						Spanish IT teacher

						professional, financial review		 review and clarification of the professional and financial scheduling 		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, examination, e-mail		school coordinators		not relevant										Ferencné Paragi  (Hu) Anikó Blazicsek  (Hu)

				4-Dec		the first things that should be done for the planned outcomes(prezentation DVD, "Game Treasury", children's works, game descriptions) 		needs, ideas, discussing plans, designing formats,, guidelines, calculations of relevant parts of exceptional costs		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, e-mail, video conference		school coordinators		not relevant		20. 12. 2016.		1750 management						Ferencné Paragi (Hu) Anikó Blazicsek  (Hu)

				4..		Game tutorial		Students learn games which their teachers  learnt on the previous meeting. Then they teach them and board games  to other students, teachers in and out of the school. 		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		31.01.2017.								professional leaders and coordinators of the participating schools

				5-Jan		Family Game Afternoon		Once a year mentor students teach parents too and this time they build a chosen giant game together. 		all the partner schools		playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and their parents of the schools.		30.11.2016.		1750 management						professional leaders and coordinators of the participating schools, Barbara Ecker (Au)

				6-Feb		Game Championship		On school then on local level the students can compete and finally an online championship will be held as a culmination of the tournament.		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		28.02.2017.		1750 management

						arrangements for the 2nd meeting		preparation for the visit, travel arrangements, required preparation, preparing children, preparing introductory material		countries travelling to the meeting 		organization, discussion, language preparation		school coordinators, travelling teachers		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Italian:5, Portuguese 4, Austrian: 2, Spanish:2. Students: Hungarian:5, Italian: 4 Portuguese 4, Austrian: 6, Spanish: 5		31.03.2017.		1750 management		2350 exceptional costs for Belgium		travel and individual costs for teachers and students		leaders of meeting traveller groups

				7. Mar				program planning, discussions, preparing children, preparing presentations, tools, purchase of materials, preparation of samples, accommodation and tour organization, preparation of game descriptions, "Game-treasury"		Belgium		organization, discussion, language preparation, creative work, design, equipment purchase		trustees of the host school staff		Belgian teachers: 16   Belgian students:  80				1750 management						Fabian Jadot (Be)

						C1,2: the 2nd meeting		getting acquainted, school introduction, quality insurance, schedule, recalling the risk management plan, presentations, teaching and learning games, national games, good practices of talent management, game preparation, cultural trips, family day, Game Party		Belgium		consultation, examination, consultation, creating intellectual product, partner meeting, presentation of good practices		trustees of the host school staff		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Italian:5, Portuguese 4, Austrian: 2, Spanish:2. Students: Hungarian:5, Italian: 4 Portuguese 4, Austrian: 6, Spanish: 5										Fabian Jadot (Be)

				8. Apr		Game tutorial		Students teach games learnt on the previous meeting and board games  to other students, teachers in and out of the school. 		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		20.04.2017.		1750 management						professional leaders and coordinators of the participating schools, Barbara Ecker

						Game Championship		On school then on local level the students can compete and finally an online championship will be held as a culmination of the tournament.		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		30.04.2017.

						Enriching, relaxing games, visiting a Maths musem		Each partner organises a relaxing, a juggling (Poi, Flower Stick, Devil Stick, Diabolo, Cascade Ball ), an  enriching magic program (after the show students unveil and learn a trick) or a visit to a museum or exhibition of any kind of Mathematical issues over the period of the project .		all the partner schools		watching or learning tricks, making games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers in and around the school  		30.04.2017.

				9. May		arrangements for the 3rd meeting		preparation for the visit, travel arrangements, required preparation, preparing children, preparing introductory material		countries travelling to the meeting 		organization, discussion, language preparation, evaluation of impact measurement		school coordinators, travelling teachers		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Belgian:4, Portuguese 4, Austrian: 2, Spanish:2. Students: Hungarian:5, Belglian: 4 Portuguese 4, Austrian: 6, Spanish: 5		31.05.2017.		1750 management						leaders of meeting traveller groups

								program planning, discussions, preparing children, preparing presentations, tools, purchase of materials, preparation of samples, accommodation and tour organization, preparation of game descriptions, "Game-treasury", reparation for the impact measurement               		Italy		organization, discussion, language preparation, creative work, design, equipment purchase		trustees of the host school staff		Italian teachers: 18     Italian students: 60						3300 exceptional costs for Italy		travel individual support for teachers and students		Maria João Costa (Pt)

						C3,4: the 3rd meeting		getting acquainted, school introduction, quality insurance, schedule, recalling the risk management plan, presentations, teaching and learning games, national games, good practices of talent management, game preparation, cultural trips, family day, Game Party		Italy		consultation, examination, consultation, creating intellectual product, partner meeting, presentation of good practices		trustees of the host school staff		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Belgian:4, Portuguese 4, Austrian: 2, Spanish:2. Students: Hungarian:5, Belglian: 4 Portuguese 4, Austrian: 6, Spanish: 5 Italian teachers: 18     Italian students: 60										Maria João Costa (Pt)

				10. Jun		Game tutorial		Students teach games learnt on the previous meeting and board games  to other students, teachers in and out of the school. 		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		10.06.2017.		1750 management

						professional, financial review		professional, review and clarification of the financial scheduling 		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, examination, e-mail		school coordinators		not relevant		30.06.2017.								Ferencné Paragi  (Hu)Anikó Blazicsek  (Hu)Maria João Costa (Pt)

				11. Jul		Mid-term evaluation of the  meetings		technical talks 		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, e-mail, video conference		school coordinators		not relevant		10.07.2017.		1750 management

				12.-13. Aug - Sep		Game Championship		On school then on local level the students can compete and finally an online championship will be held as a culmination of the tournament.		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		30.09.2017.		1750 management						professional leaders and coordinators of the participating schools, Barbara Ecker (Au)

						Enriching, relaxing games, visiting a Maths musem		Each partner organises a relaxing, a juggling (Poi, Flower Stick, Devil Stick, Diabolo, Cascade Ball ), an  enriching magic program (after the show students unveil and learn a trick) or a visit to a museum or exhibition of any kind of Mathematical issues over the period of the project .		all the partner schools		watching or learning tricks, making games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers in and around the school  				1750 management

				14. Oct		arrangements for the 4th meeting		preparation for the visit, travel arrangements, required preparation, preparing children, preparing introductory material		countries travelling to the meeting 		organization, discussion, language preparation		school coordinators, travelling teachers		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Belgian:4, Italian: 5, Austrian: 2, Spanish:2. Students: Hungarian:5, Belglian: 4, Italian: 4, Austrian: 6, Spanish: 5 		31.10.2017.		1750 management						leaders of meeting traveller groups

								program planning, discussions, preparing children, preparing presentations, tools, purchase of materials, preparation of samples, accommodation and tour organization, preparation of game descriptions, "Game-treasury"		Portugal		organization, discussion, language preparation, creative work, design, equipment purchase		trustees of the host school staff		Portuguese teacher: 22 Portuguese students:140						3300 exceptional costs for Portugal		travel and individual costs for teachers and students		Teresa Puerto (Sp)

						the1st impact measurement		carrying out the impact measurement		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, e-mail, video conference		school coordinators		not relevant										Ferencné Paragi  (H)

						C5,6: the 4th meeting		getting acquainted, school introduction, quality insurance, schedule, recalling the risk management plan, presentations, teaching and learning games, national games, good practices of talent management, game preparation, cultural trips, family day, Game Party, evaluation of the impact measurement		Portugal		consultation, examination, consultation, creating intellectual product, partner meeting, presentation of good practices		trustees of the host school staff		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Belgian:4, Italian:5, Austrian: 2, Spanish:2. Students: Hungarian:5, Belglian: 4 Italian: 4, Austrian: 6, Spanish: 5        Portuguese teacher: 22 Portuguese students:140										Teresa Puerto (Sp)

				15-Nov		Family Game Afternoon		Once a year mentor students teach parents too and this time they build a chosen giant game together. 		all the partner schools		playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and their parents of the schools.		30.11.2017.		1750 management

						professional, financial review		professional, review and clarification of the financial scheduling 		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, examination, e-mail		school coordinators		not relevant										Ferencné Paragi (Hu) Anikó Blazicsek (Hu)

						the next things that should be done for the planned outcomes(prezentation DVD, "Game Treasury", children's works, game descriptions) 		collecting, organizing elements of the achievements		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, e-mail, video conference		school coordinators		not relevant

				16-Dec		Family Game Afternoon		Once a year mentor students teach parents too and this time they build a chosen giant game together. 		all the partner schools		playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and their parents of the schools.		20.12.2017.		1750 management

				17-Jan		Game tutorial		Students teach games learnt on the previous meeting and board games  to other students, teachers in and out of the school. 		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		31.01.2018.		1750 management						professional leaders and coordinators of the participating schools

				18-Feb		Game Championship		On school then on local level the students can compete and finally an online championship will be held as a culmination of the tournament.		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		28.02.2018.		1750 management						professional leaders and coordinators of the participating schools, Barbara Ecker (Au)

						preparation for the project closure tasks		a zárás szempontainak kidolgozása, teendőinek megbeszélése, feladatok megosztása, határidők megbeszélése		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, e-mail, video conference		school coordinators		not relevant										Ferencné Paragi  (Hu) Anikó Blazicsek  (Hu), Maria João Costa(Pt)

				19. Marc		arrangements for the 5th meeting		preparation for the visit, travel arrangements, required preparation, preparing children, preparing introductory material		countries travelling to the meeting 		organization, discussion, language preparation		school coordinators, travelling teachers		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Belgian:4, Italian:5, Portuguese: 4, Spanish:2. Students: Hungarian:5, Belglian: 4 Italian: 4, Portuguese: 4, Spanish: 5        		31.03.2018.		1750 management

								program planning, discussions, preparing children, preparing presentations, tools, purchase of materials, preparation of samples, accommodation and tour organization, preparation of game descriptions, "Game-treasury"		Austria		organization, discussion, language preparation, creative work, design, equipment purchase		trustees of the host school staff		Austrian teachers: 22 Austrian students: 150						3300 exceptional costs for Austria		travel and individual costs for teachers and students		Angela Marras (It)

						C7,8: the 5th meeting		getting acquainted, school introduction, quality insurance, schedule, recalling the risk management plan, presentations, teaching and learning games, national games, good practices of talent management, game preparation, cultural trips, family day, Game Party, evaluation of the impact measurement		Austria		consultation, examination, consultation, creating intellectual product, partner meeting, presentation of good practices		trustees of the host school staff		Teachers: Finnish:3, Spanish:4, Polish: 4, Belgian:4  Hungarian:5, Students:  Spanish: 4, Hungarian: 4               Austrian teachers: 22 Austrian students: 150										Angela Marras (It)

				20. Apr		Game tutorial		Students teach games learnt on the previous meeting and board games  to other students, teachers in and out of the school. 		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		20.04.2018.		1750 management						professional leaders and coordinators of the participating schools

						Game Championship		On school then on local level the students can compete and finally an online championship will be held as a culmination of the tournament.		all the partner schools		video conference, playing games		professional leaders of the schools and mentor students		students and teachers of the partner schools and their neighbouring schools		30.04.2018.								professional leaders and coordinators of the participating schools, Barbara Ecker (Au)

				21. May		arrangements for the 6th meeting		preparation for the visit, travel arrangements, required preparation, preparing children, preparing introductory material		countries travelling to the meeting 		organization, discussion, language preparation		school coordinators, travelling teachers		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Belgian:4, Italian:5, Austrian: 2, Portuguese: 4 Students: Hungarian:5, Belglian: 4 Italian: 4, Austrian: 6, Portuguese: 4        		31.05.2018.		1750 management

								program planning, discussions, preparing children, preparing presentations, tools, purchase of materials, preparation of samples, accommodation and tour organization, preparation of game descriptions, "Game-treasury"		Spain		organization, discussion, language preparation, creative work, design, equipment purchase		trustees of the host school staff		Spanish teacher: 32 Spanish students:160						3300 exceptional costs for Spain		travel and individual costs for teachers and students		Angela Marras (It)

						C9,10: the 6th meeting		getting acquainted, school introduction, quality insurance, schedule, recalling the risk management plan, presentations, teaching and learning games, national games, good practices of talent management, game preparation, cultural trips, family day, evaluation of the impact measurement, once in the lifetime of the project students play a „score-robbing logic game championship” on the Game Party,and choose a champion. 		Spain		consultation, examination, consultation, creating intellectual product, partner meeting, presentation of good practices		trustees of the host school staff		Teachers: Hungarian: 4, Belgian:4, Italian:5, Austrian: 2, Portuguese: 4 Students: Hungarian:5, Belglian: 4 Italian: 4, Austrian: 6, Portuguese: 4        Spanish teacher: 32 Spanish students:160										Angela Marras (It)

												preparatory works for the project closure,  tasks are devided, round table		school coordinators

		closure		22. Jun		project closure tasks		completing the outcomes, collecting, organizing elements of the achievements		coordinator and partner countries		video conference, 						30.06.2018.		1750 management						Maria João Costa(Pt)



				23. Jul		project closure tasks		final impact and outcome measurement		coordinator and partner countries		consultation, investigations, questionnairs, surveys, e-mail		school coordinators		not relevant		31.07.2018.		1750 management						coordinators, Paragi Ferencné (Hu)

				24-Aug		project closure tasks		submission of technical and financial reports, rethinking of the project, communication of results and publication of the products, dissemination and validation		coordinator and partner countries				school coordinators		not relevant		31.08.2018.		1750 management



						Ongoing activities



						A controlled correspondance between the partner schools' students		Students exchange information each other's everyday life, school and free time activities		partner countries		via internet and occasionally by postcards		school coordinators		not relevant		not relevant		not relevant		not relevant		not relevant		coordinators, Paragi Ferencné (Hu)
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Impact measurement 1. (students)





Questions referring to students which were asked from the participating teachers:



Answer the following questions with respect to the children!



		What was the impact of the project on the participating children’s logical-mathematical approach and their playing habits in this field? 



		



		What was the impact of the innovative approach of collaboration on the children involved in the project? 



		



		What was the impact of the project on the involved the students’ English language communication skills? 



		



















Impact measurement 2. (teachers)



The coordinator of the project in the school will be the person who carries out the measurement.

Answer the following questions!



		What impact did the project have on your talent care work? 



		



		Do you think the activities within the project can give response to needs set out in the objectives? 



		



		What kind of games, activities, and methods have you learnt that are suitable for developing the ability of engrossment? 



		



		What kind of games, activities, and methods have you learnt that are suitable for developing the ability of collaboration? 



		



		What kind of games, activities, and methods have you learnt that are suitable for developing the ability of enrichment, relaxation and easing the tension? 



		



		What kind of games, activities, and methods have you learnt that are suitable for developing students’ creativity? 



		



		Mention a few new ideas, which had big impact on your previous approach to the games! 



		



		Do you think you would take part in a new project based on this one?  



		







Impact measurement 3. (based on the coordinator’s experience and impressions)



Write in details on the following topics!



		Describe the cooperation, contact established between the participants! 



		



		What evidence, experience can you name which demonstrates that the project has achieved its purpose? 



		



		What evidence, experience can you name which can confirm the participants’ methodological renewal? 



		







Impact measurement 4.

Implementation of the indicators





		Target indicators set at the beginning of the project to get achieved



		Indicators implemented by the end of the project



		

		

		derogation (+ -)



		Indicators referring to the target group (person)



		Number of directly participating students

		

		

		



		Number of directly participating teachers

		

		

		



		Number of students involved indirectly

		

		

		



		Number of teachers involved indirectly

		

		

		



		Number of students involved indirectly in a broader sense

		

		

		



		Number of teachers involved indirectly in a broader sense

		

		

		



		Number of educational professionals involved indirectly in a broader sense

		

		

		



		Indicators referring to the institutions (pcs)



		Number of directly participating schools

		

		

		



		Number of schools involved indirectly

		

		

		



		Number of other educational institutions

		

		

		



		Indicators referring to the studied and presented methods, activities (pcs)



		Aimed at “the ability of engrossment"

		

		

		



		Aimed at “the ability of collaboration"

		

		

		



		Aimed at "enrichment"

		

		

		



		Aimed at  "creativity"

		

		

		



		Aimed at "relaxation"

		

		

		



		Reliance on "an intensive motivational base" Reliance on "an intensive motivational base"

		

		

		



		Indicators of tangible creations (pcs)



		Games prepared by children (relaxing, enriching game objects)

		

		

		



		Number of the built giant games

		

		

		



		The number of national games presented in "Game Treasury" booklet

		games per booklet 

		

		



		The number of DVDs of the collected methodological presentations: a minimum of 60 DVDs (it can be copied and is available on  the internet

		

		

		



		The number of "Game Treasury" booklet
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If the form is viewed in "Protected View" mode, all features should be enabled for the form to function properly. If after enabling all features this message is still visible, check that JavaScript is enabled in Edit – Preferences – Javascript.
Unable to read the form. Do not save and exit the program as it might cause data corruption or loss. The form can only be edited using Adobe Reader software!
You are using an older version of the software. Forms submitted using unsupported version of Adobe software will be ineligible. Please download and install the latest version of Adobe Reader from http://get.adobe.com/reader/
The form has been opened inside a web browser window. Please download the form to your PC in order to be able to properly save the form after filling it in.
THIS FORM IS ONLY FOR TESTING AND ONLY FOR INTERNAL EUROPEAN COMMISSION / NATIONAL AGENCIES USE. PLEASE DO NOT DISTRIBUTE!
ENVIRONMENT
This form cannot be opened. Please contact your National Agency's helpdesk for further information.
Metadata
General Information
This application form consists of the following main sections:
- Context: this section asks for general information about the type of project proposal you want to submit;
- Participating organisation(s): this section asks for information about the applicant organisation and about other participating organisations involved as partners in the project;
- Description of the project: this section asks for information about the stages of the project which should include: preparation, implementation and follow-up;
- Budget: in this section you will be asked to give information about the amount of the EU grant you request;
- Project Summary: In this section you should describe in a compact way your project's rational, objectives and how you intend to achieve these.
- Check List/Data Protection Notice/Declaration of Honour: in these sections, the applicant organisation is made aware of important conditions linked to the submission of the grant request;
- Annexes: in this section, the applicant needs to attach additional documents that are mandatory for the completion of the application;
- Submission: in this section, the applicant will be able to confirm the information provided and to submit the form electronically.
By using this electronic application form you are applying for a Strategic Partnership for schools only. If successful, your partnership will be contracted through a series of mono-beneficiary Grant Agreements. For more information about the alternative contracting model (through a multi-beneficiary Grant Agreement for Strategic Partnerships in school education) please consult Part C of the Programme Guide or contact your National Agency.
You can also find information on how to fill in this application form by reading the e-Forms Guidelines.
Project start date must be between:
Project must not end later than:
Context
Deadline for Submission (dd-mm-yyyy hh:nn:ss - Brussels, Belgium Time)
Project Identification
Project Title
Project Acronym
Project Start Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
Project Total Duration (Months)
Project End Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
Applicant Organisation Full Legal Name (Latin characters)
Form hash code
National Agency of the Applicant Organisation
For further details about the available Erasmus+ National Agencies, please consult the following page:
http://ec.europa.eu/education/erasmus-plus/national-agencies_en.htm
Priorities
Please select the most relevant horizontal or sectoral priority according to the objectives of your project.
Please select other relevant horizontal or sectoral priorities according to the objectives of your project.
Please comment on your choice of priorities.
Participating organisation(s)
Applicant Organisation
The electronic form cannot access the Participant Portal service. Please check whether your internet connection is working properly.
PIC has not been found.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The information from Participant Portal cannot be retrieved. Please try again later.
PIC field cannot be empty.
The PIC you provided was replaced with the following PIC number:
The PIC entered for a participating organisation cannot be repeated in another participating organisation.
PIC must be validated. Please click the 'Check PIC' button.
The selected applicant organisation does not come from one of the eligible applicant organisation countries.
The selected participant organisation does not come from one of the eligible participant organisation countries.
The organisation details imported from Participant Portal for the entered organisation PIC have been modified. The PIC will be removed.
If the applicant organisation is applying on behalf of a consortia, all consortia members must be from the applicant organisation country.
Profile
Accreditation
Have you received any type of accreditation before submitting this application?
Accreditation Type
Accreditation Reference
Background and Experience
Please briefly present your organisation (e.g. its type, size, scope of work, areas of specific expertise, specific social context and, if relevant, the quality system used).
What are the activities and experience of your organisation in the areas relevant for this project? What are the skills and/or expertise of key persons involved in this project?
Have you participated in a European Union granted project in the 3 years preceding this application?
Please indicate:
EU Programme
Year
Project Identification or Contract Number
Applicant/Beneficiary Name
Legal Representative
If the address is different from the one of the organisation, please tick this box
Contact Person
If the address is different from the one of the organisation, please tick this box
Partner Organisation
The electronic form cannot access the Participant Portal service. Please check whether your internet connection is working properly.
PIC has not been found.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The Participant Portal service is currently not available. Please try again later.
The information from Participant Portal cannot be retrieved. Please try again later.
PIC field cannot be empty.
The PIC you provided was replaced with the following PIC number:
The PIC entered for a participating organisation cannot be repeated in another participating organisation.
PIC must be validated. Please click the 'Check PIC' button.
The selected applicant organisation does not come from one of the eligible applicant organisation countries.
The selected participant organisation does not come from one of the eligible participant organisation countries.
The organisation details imported from Participant Portal for the entered organisation PIC have been modified. The PIC will be removed.
If the applicant organisation is applying on behalf of a consortia, all consortia members must be from the applicant organisation country.
Profile
Accreditation
Has the partner organisation received any type of accreditation before submitting this application?
Accreditation Type
Accreditation Reference
Background and Experience
Please briefly present the partner organisation (e.g. its type, size, scope of work, areas of specific expertise, specific social context and, if relevant, the quality system used).
What are the activities and experience of the partner organisation in the areas relevant for this project? What are the skills and/or expertise of key persons involved in this project?
Has the partner organisation participated in a European Union granted project in the 3 years preceding this application?
Please indicate:
EU Programme
Year
Project Identification or Contract Number
Applicant/Beneficiary Name
Legal Representative
If the address is different from the one of the organisation, please tick this box
Contact Person
If the address is different from the one of the organisation, please tick this box
Description of the Project
What is the rationale of this project, in terms of objectives pursued and needs and target groups to be addressed? Why should this project be carried out transnationally?
In what way is the project innovative and/or complementary to other projects already carried out?
How did you choose the project partners and what experiences and competences will they bring to the project? How was the partnership established and does it involve organisations that have never previously been involved in a similar project? How will the tasks and responsibilities be distributed among the partners?
How will cooperation and communication happen among all project partners and with other relevant stakeholders? What will be the purpose and frequency of the transnational project meetings and who will participate in them?
What are the most relevant topics addressed by your project?
What results are expected during the project and on its completion? Please provide a detailed description of the expected results (if they are not listed in intellectual outputs, multiplier events or learning, training, teaching activities).
Participants
Approximately, how many persons will benefit indirectly from or will be target of the activities organised by the project? (i.e. participants for whom a specific grant is not foreseen, such as local participants in multiplier events, or other types of events, etc.)
Please describe briefly how and in which activities these persons will be involved
Participants with fewer opportunities: does your project involve participants facing situations that make their participation more difficult?
How many participants (out of the total number) would fall into this category?
Which types of situations are these participants facing?
How will you support these participants so that they will fully engage in the planned activities?
Preparation
Please describe what will be done in preparation by your organisation and by your partners before the actual project activities take place, e.g. administrative arrangements, etc.
Project Management
How will you ensure proper budget control and time management in your project?
How will the quality of the project's activities and results be monitored and evaluated? Please mention the involved staff profiles and frequency of such quality checks.
What are your plans for handling project risks (e.g. conflict resolution processes)?
Which activities and indicators of achievement (quantitative and qualitative) will you put in place  in order to assess whether and to what extent, the project reaches its objectives and results?
The activity duration excluding travel must be between 5 days and 2 months (60 days).
The activity duration excluding travel must be between 1 day and 2 months (60 days).
The start and end dates must be within the project start and end dates.
End date must be after start date.
Implementation
Please elaborate on the methodology you intend to apply in your project. Please also provide detailed information about the project activities that you will carry out with the support of the grant requested under the item "Project Management and Implementation".
Please provide detailed information about the activities that your project will organise and elaborate on the methods you intend to use.
Intellectual Outputs
Do you plan to include intellectual outputs in your project?
When filling in the Intellectual outputs section, please specify the leading and the participating organisations under each output that have a significant contribution in terms of potential impact and transferability (e.g. new curricula, pedagogical materials, IT Tools, analysis and studies, etc.). This will allow for specifying the corresponding costs in the specific section of the budget.
Output Identification
Output Title
Output Description
Please describe the tasks leading to the production of the intellectual output and the applied methodology
Start Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
End Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
Languages
Media(s)
Activity Leading Organisation
Participating Organisations
Multiplier Events
Do you plan to include Multiplier Events in your project?
Grant support for Multiplier Events can only be asked for if the project intends to produce substantial Intellectual Outputs. Other dissemination activities will be supported via the grant item Project Management and Implementation.
Event Identification
Event Title
Country of Venue
Event Description
Start Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
End Date (dd-mm-yyyy)
Intellectual Outputs Covered
Activity Leading Organisation
Participating Organisations
Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
Do you plan to include transnational learning, teaching or training activities in your project?
What is the added value of these learning, teaching or training activities (including long-term activities) with regards to the achievement of the project objectives?
Please describe each of the learning, teaching or training activities you intend to include in your project:
Activity No.
Fields
Activity Type
Activity Description
No. of Participants
Participants with Special Needs (out of total number of Participants)
Accompanying Persons (out of total number of Participants)
Is this a long-term activity?
Duration (days)
Duration (months)
Participating Organisations
Please also describe the arrangements for recognition or validation of the learning outcomes of the participants in learning, teaching or training activities. Will your project make use of European instruments like Europass, ECVET, Youthpass, ECTS etc. or any national instruments/certificates?
Follow-up
Impact
What is the expected impact on the participants, participating organisations, target groups and other relevant stakeholders?
What is the desired impact of the project at the local, regional, national, European and/or international levels?
How will you measure the previously mentioned impacts?
Dissemination and Use of Projects' Results
You are requested to make plans for the dissemination of your project results. Please provide answers to the questions below.
To whom will you disseminate the project results inside and outside your organisation? Please define in particular your target audience(s) at local/regional/national/EU level and motivate your choice.
Who will be responsible for the dissemination activities within your partnership and which specific expertise do they have in this area? What resources will you make available to allow for the proper implementation of your dissemination plans?
What kind of dissemination activities do you intend to carry out and through which channels?
Erasmus+ has an open access requirement for all materials developed through its projects. If your project is producing intellectual outputs/ tangible deliverables, please describe how you intend to ensure free access for the public to a digital form of this material. If you intend to put any limitation on the use of the open licence, please specify the reasons, extent and nature of this limitation.
How will you ensure that the project's results will remain available and will be used by others?
If relevant, please provide any other information you consider appropriate to give a full understanding of your dissemination plan and its expected impact (e.g. how you have identified which results are most relevant to disseminate; how you will ensure the involvement of all partners; how you see synergies with other stakeholders, etc.)
Sustainability
What are the activities and results that will be maintained after the end of the EU funding, and how will you ensure the resources needed to sustain them?
Budget
For further information please consult the Programme Guide for the overview of funding rules. Please note that all amounts must be expressed in Euros.
Project Management and Implementation
PIC of Organisation
Role of Organisation
Name of the Organisation
Grant Requested
Total Grant Requested
Transnational Project Meetings
PIC of Sending Organisation
Total No. of Meetings
Total No. of Participants
Distance Band
Grant per Participant
Grant Requested
  Total
Intellectual Outputs
Which concrete participating organisations' staff resources are you planning to use in the production of outputs that have a significant contribution in terms of potential impact and transferability (e.g. new curricula, pedagogical materials, IT Tools, analysis and studies, etc.)?
PIC of Organisation
Output Identification
Category of Staff
Country
No. of Working Days
Grant per Day
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Multiplier Events
PIC of Organisation
Event Identification
Country of Venue
No. of Local Participants
Grant per Local Participant
No. of Foreign Participants
Grant per Foreign Participant
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Total
Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
Travel
PIC of Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
No. of Participants (including accompanying persons)
Distance Band
Travel Grant per Participant
Grant Requested
 Total
 Total
Individual Support
Long-term Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
PIC of Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
Country of Destination
Duration per Participant (months)
No. of Participants (without accompanying persons)
Grant per  Participant
Duration per Accompanying Person (months)
No. of Accompanying Persons
Grant per  Accompanying Persons
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Total
Short-term Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
PIC of Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
Duration per Participant (days)
No. of Participants (without accompanying persons)
Grant per Participant
Duration per Accompanying Person (days)
No. of Accompanying Persons
Grant per  Accompanying Persons
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Total
Linguistic Support
PIC of Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
No. of Participants (without accompanying persons)
Grant per Participant
Grant Requested
Total
Total
Exceptional Costs (Overseas Countries and Territories Travel Costs)
PIC of Organisation
Activity No.
Activity Type
No. of Participants (including accompanying persons)
Purpose and description of Costs
Grant requested (up to 80% of eligible costs)
Total
Total
Special Needs
PIC of Organisation
No. of Participants With Special Needs
Description
Grant Requested
Total
Exceptional Costs
PIC of Organisation
Description of Cost Item
Grant Requested (75% of Total)
Total
Please provide any further comments you may have concerning the above entered budget.
There are no rates available for your National Agency. Please contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem. After the National Agency made the rates available, please re-validate by clicking the 'Validate' button.
Given the parameters you have entered it is not possible to perform a rate calculation. Please contact your National Agency for further information on the correct set of parameters. After the parameters are corrected in the form, please re-validate by clicking the 'Validate' button.
The NA Rates service is currently not available due to an internal error. Please try again later by clicking the 'Validate' button and in case the NA Rates service is still not available, contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem.
The NA Rates service is currently not available. Please try again later by clicking the 'Validate' button and in case the NA Rates service is still not available, contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem.
The electronic form cannot access the NA Rates service. Please check whether your internet connection is working properly and try again by clicking the 'Validate' button. In case the NA Rates service is still not available, contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem.
The rates information cannot be retrieved. Please try again later by clicking the 'Validate' button or contact your National Agency for additional information regarding this problem.
Technical Details
Project Summary
Please provide a short summary of your project. Please recall that this section [or part of it] may be used by the European Commission, Executive Agency or National Agencies in their publications. It will also feed the Erasmus+ dissemination platform.
Be concise and clear and mention at least the following elements: context/background of project; objectives of your project; number and profile of participants; description of activities; methodology to be used in carrying out the project; a short description of the results and impact envisaged and finally the potential longer term benefits.
In view of further publication on the Erasmus+ dissemination platform, please also be aware that a comprehensive public summary of project results will be requested at report stage(s). Final payment provisions in the contract will be linked to the availability of such summary.
Please provide a translation in English.
Summary of participating organisations
PIC of Organisation
Name of the Organisation
Country of the Organisation
Total number of participating organisations
Budget Summary
PIC of Organisation
Project Management and Implementation
Transnational Project Meetings
Intellectual Outputs
Multiplier Events
Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
Travel
Individual Support
Linguistic Support
Exceptional Costs (Overseas Countries and Territories Travel Costs)
Special Needs
Exceptional Costs
Total
Total
Project Management and Implementation
Project Total Grant
Grant Calculated
Checklist
Before submitting online your application form to the National Agency, please make sure that it fulfils the eligibility criteria listed in the Programme Guide and check that:
you have used the official Key Action 2 application form.
all relevant fields in the application form have been completed.
you have chosen the correct National Agency of the country in which your organisation is established.
the application form has been completed using one of the official languages of the Erasmus+ Programme Countries.
you have annexed all the relevant documents:
the Declaration of Honour signed by the legal representative mentioned in the application.
the mandates of each partner to the applicant signed by both parties (recommended).
the timeline for the project activities and outputs using the template provided.
all participating organisations have uploaded the documents to give proof of their legal status in the participants’ portal (for more details, see the section "Selection Criteria" in Part C of the Programme Guide).
for grants exceeding 60 000 EUR, you have uploaded the documents to give proof of your financial capacity in the participants’ portal (for more details, see the section "Selection Criteria" in Part C of the Programme Guide). Not applicable in the case of public bodies or international organisations.
you are complying with the deadline published in the Programme Guide.
you have saved or printed the copy of the completed form for yourself.
Data Protection Notice
PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA
The application form will be processed electronically. All personal data (such as names, addresses, CVs, etc.) will be processed in pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data. Any personal data requested will only be used for the intended purpose, i.e.:
- In the case of grant application forms: the evaluation of your application in accordance with the specifications of the call for proposals, the management of the administrative and financial aspects of the project if selected  and the dissemination of results through appropriate Erasmus+ IT tools. For the latter, as regards the details of the contact persons, an unambiguous consent will be requested.
- In the case of application for accreditation forms: the evaluation of your application in accordance with the specifications of the call for proposals,
- In the case of report forms: statistical and financial (if applicable) follow-up of the projects.
For the exact description of the collected personal data, the purpose of the collection and the description of the processing, please refer to the Specific Privacy Statement (see link below) associated with this form.
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/documents/epluslink-eforms-privacy_en.htm
Declaration of Honour
To be signed by the person legally authorised to enter into legally binding commitments on behalf of the applicant organisation.
I, the undersigned, certify that the information contained in this application form is correct to the best of my knowledge. I put forward a request of an Erasmus+ grant as set out in section BUDGET of this application form.
Declare that:
- All information contained in this application, is correct to the best of my knowledge.
- In the case of projects in the field of youth, the participants involved in the activities fall in the age limits defined by the Programme.
- The organisation I represent has the adequate legal capacity to participate in the call for proposals.
EITHER
The organisation I represent has financial and operational capacity to complete the proposed action or work programme
OR
The organisation I represent is considered to be a "public body" in the terms defined within the Call and can provide proof, if requested of this status, namely:
It provides learning opportunities and
- Either (a) at least 50% of its annual revenues over the last two years have been received from public sources;
- Or (b) it is controlled by public bodies or their representatives
I am authorised by my organisation to sign Community grant agreements on its behalf.
Certify that (in case the grant requested exceeds 60 000€):
The organisation I represent:
- is not bankrupt, being wound up, or having its affairs administered by the courts, has not entered into an arrangement with creditors, has not suspended business activities, is not the subject of proceedings concerning those matters, nor is it in any analogous situation arising from a similar procedure provided for in national legislation or regulations;
- has not been convicted of an offence concerning its professional conduct by a judgment which has the force of 'res judicata';
- has not been guilty of grave professional misconduct proven by any means which the National Agency can justify;
- has fulfilled its obligations relating to the payment of social security contributions or the payment of taxes in accordance with the legal provisions of the country in which it is established or those of the country where the grant agreement is to be performed;
- has not been the subject of a judgment which has the force of 'res judicata' for fraud, corruption, involvement in a criminal organisation or any other illegal activity detrimental to the Communities' financial interests;
- it is not currently subject to an administrative penalty referred to in Article 109(1) of the Financial regulations (Council Regulation 966/2012).
Acknowledge that:
The organisation I represent will not be awarded a grant if it finds itself, at the time of the grant award procedure, in contradiction with any of the statements certified above, or in the following situations:
- subject to a conflict of interest (for family, personal or political reason or through national, economic or any other interest shared with an organisation or an individual directly or indirectly involved in the grant award procedure);
- guilty of misrepresentation in supplying the information required by the National Agency as a condition of participation in the grant award procedure or has failed to supply this information.
In the event of this application being approved, the National Agency has the right to publish the name and address of this organisation, the subject of the grant and the amount awarded and the rate of funding.
Commit:
- my organisation and the other partner organisations herein, to take part upon request in dissemination and exploitation activities conducted by National Agencies, the Executive Agency and/or the European Commission, where the participation of individual participants may also be required.
I acknowledge that administrative and financial penalties may be imposed on the organisation I represent if it is guilty of misrepresentation or is found to have seriously failed to meet its contractual obligations under a previous contract or grant award procedure.
Place:
Date (dd-mm-yyyy):
Name of the applicant organisation:
Name of legal representative:
Signature:
National ID number of the signing person (if requested by the National Agency):
Stamp of the applicant organisation (if applicable):
Annexes
The document cannot be attached. The supported documents are:
The total size of document(s) exceeds the maximum allowed (kB):
Please reduce the size of the annexed document(s).
Empty documents cannot be attached.
This document is already opened or used by another application.
The document cannot be attached. The filename length must be between 1 and 250 characters, including the extension.
The following attachement(s) are no longer attached to the PDF, thus they will be removed from the annexes table:
The following attachment(s) have not been added through the annexes table, thus they will be removed:
Add
Remove
Please note that all documents mentioned in section "Checklist" need to be attached here before you submit your application online.
File Name
File Size (kB)
Total Size
Submission
Before submitting the form electronically, please validate it. Please note that only the final version of your form should be submitted electronically.
OK
Late
Error
Form has not been submitted yet
This form has been submitted on
The form data has been modified since the last successful submission.
Status
Brussels, Belgium Time
Local Time
YES
YES - LATE
NO
Your submission was successful.
Submission ID
Your LATE submission was successful.
Late submission ID
Please contact your National Agency's helpdesk.
Please try to submit again at a later time or contact your National Agency's helpdesk.
Submission confirmation
Your form's data is ready to be submitted. Are you sure that you want to proceed?
Adobe Reader has detected an error.
Adobe Reader security enabled.
To allow the submission you must click the appropriate options in the yellow security warning bar at the top of the form.
Network connection error.
Please verify your internet connection and try to submit again.
Connection to server error.
The form's data is corrupted and cannot be submitted. This form has been edited with unauthorised software.
This form can only be edited with Adobe Reader. Please use Adobe Reader software to open the original empty form and fill in your data again.
Submission validation error.
The LATE submission deadline has passed. Submissions are no longer allowed.
This form has already been submitted and cannot be submitted again.
The submission of the form has failed because its attachments could not be submitted.
This form's version is no longer supported.
Please check your National Agency's website for a new version or contact your National Agency's helpdesk.
Data Validation
Validation of compulsory fields and rules
Standard Submission Procedure
Online submission (requires internet connection)
Alternative Submission Procedure
If you cannot submit your form online you can still do it by sending an email to your National Agency within the 2 hours following the official deadline. The email must contain the complete electronic form and any file attachments you wish to send. You must also attach a snapshot of section "Submission Summary" indicating that this electronic form could not be submitted online. Your National Agency will analyse your situation and provide you with further instructions.
Submission Summary
This form has not been submitted yet.
This table provides additional information (log) of all form online submission attempts, particularly useful for the National Agencies in case of multiple form submissions.
Number
Time
Form Hash Code
Submitted
Description
Local Time cannot be considered authoritative and cannot be used for claiming that the form has been submitted in time.
Form Printing
Print the entire form
false
31045437
A. General Information
B. Context
B.1. Project Identification
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
Project start date must be between: 01-09-2016 - 31-12-2016
VALIDATE
Budapest XXI. Kerületi Vermes Miklós Általános Iskola
[Maximum characters: 400]
027C7CABD8635957
B.2. National Agency of the Applicant Organisation
C. Priorities
HORIZONTAL: Improve achievement in relevant and high-level basic and transversal competences in a lifelong learning perspective
HORIZONTAL: Inclusive education, training and youth
HORIZONTAL: Open and innovative education, training and youth work, embedded in the digital era
HORIZONTAL: Strengthening the recruitment, selection and induction of Educators
HORIZONTAL: Sustainable investment, performance and efficiency in education and training
HORIZONTAL: Transparency and recognition of skills and qualifications to facilitate learning, employability and labour mobility
SCHOOL EDUCATION: Addressing underachievement in the basic skills of maths, science and literacy through more effective, innovative teaching methods
SCHOOL EDUCATION: Enhancing the quality of early childhood education and care (ECEC)
SCHOOL EDUCATION: Strengthening the profile of the teaching professions
SCHOOL EDUCATION: Supporting schools to tackle early school leaving (ESL) and disadvantage as well as to address all students from the lowest to the highest end of the academic spectrum
31071675
31071676
31071677
31071678
31071680
31071679
31071682
31071684
31071681
31071683
[Maximum characters: 5000]
D. Participating organisation(s)
D.1. Applicant Organisation
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 400]
VALIDATE
[Maximum characters: 400]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
VALIDATE
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.1.1. Profile
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.1.2. Background and Experience
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.1.3. Legal Representative
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.1.4. Contact Person
[Maximum characters: 250]
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[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.2. Partner Organisation
[Maximum characters: 250]
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D.2.1. Profile
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.2.2. Background and Experience
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.2.3. Legal Representative
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.2.4. Contact Person
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.3. Partner Organisation
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 400]
VALIDATE
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[Maximum characters: 250]
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[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.3.1. Profile
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.3.2. Background and Experience
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 5000]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
D.3.3. Legal Representative
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
[Maximum characters: 250]
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	ProjectRationale:  Our outstanding goal is:- developing and enriching traditions of talent support- ensuring equal access to everyone in the field of fostering talents, and the promotion of value-based social mobility- increasing talented young people’s social responsibility and their effort to shape communities - respect for individuals and organizations taking part in talent care- promotion of the development of a talent-conscious and talent-friendly society- helping national co-operation between domestic and cross-border talent support communities- dissemination of talent development outcomes in the EU Member States - ensuring all talented people to get real chance to exploit their talents- professional development activities of the partners are necessary to support widespread dissemination of existing and future good practices- design and implementation of the long-term, predictable and complex talent development programs To achieve the above notified goals all the concerned countries should get familiar with each other's work, methods, activities, and results in the field of talent care as well to become able to work together! This is what strongly justifies internationality of the project.Specific objectives in the view of the target group's needsPurposeful development of logical-mathematical abilities and interpersonal areas including the following elements:1. Development in elaboration and engrossment is an essential element of logical thinking. We will learn its methods, strategies, and best elements from each other.( This is facilitated by, for example, individual, double logic and board games.)2. Collaborative education. (with giant games invented by us or adapted)3. Enrichment and relaxation. (playing skill and teaching games, introducing nationally developed games, cross-curricular activities with astronomy, linguistics, folk dance, game building, extraordinary and mechanical puzzles, creation of games suitable to develop the awareness and coordination)Doing juggling, balancing the tightrope, playing throw games can develop students in different areas. We search for development opportunities that are still challenges for all logic talents as they are often inhibited and clumsy but under the disguise of a common playful movement they may develop without shame.4. Cross-border creativity (research, game design, finding original ideas)5. Founding the objectives on an intensive motivational base since the program is based on real requirements of students and games.6. Spreading the idea of fostering talents with logic games in the stakeholders' school and family by the students. 7. Holding school, local and family game championships, international competitions for the stakeholders.8. Students keep a diary and talk to their peers about their experiences in the countries they visit (children's life, free time and sport activities,, special days, food and eating habits.9. Students create a Game Vocabulary with the most frequently used expressions.It is obvious, that our application is consistent with the objectives of the Erasmus + program objectives, that is, „In the case of some projects the main goal is peer learning and the exchange of good practices, the establishment and expansion of international cooperation.”Annex1 contains the 'Needs Assessment'. This questionnaire has been completed by all the partner schools and evaluated by the main coordinator.There are adaptable good practices in some schools' practices. They can be seen in the questionnaire in details. Here are some significant details:Belgian school: brain gym, creating movies, films and theatre, 'surprise'Hungarian school: giant games, dramatizing Maths, special relaxing and enriching gamesItalian school: construction of maps, musical methodSpanish school: taking part in science fair, modelling a mathematical theoremNumerical evaluationIn connection with the development of the six logical-mathematical areas all the partners signed how typical these factors are of their schools. On the base of these answers here is a summary of the desired goals:1. Developing the ability of engrossmentAll the six schools expect some development. Two partners endeavour to reach a high level progress.2. Collaboration: two schools expect development and one partner aims a high level progress.3. Enrichment: four schools expect development and two of them aim a high level progress.4. Relaxing: three schools consider that they need some development and two partners hope more.5. Creativity: each partner wants to show something new to the partners and four wish to learn more efficient methods.  6. Building on an intensive motivational base: all the schools want to learn something new and the Italian partner expects high level guidelines from the partners.
	ProjectInnovativinessDescription: The idea of developing gifted children by means of games is not an innovation but some of the methods used in the program are novel.1. Development by means of innovative games. We present and communicate the nations’ own logic game inventions and developments which enrich the methology of thought promotion, too. We would like to build upon the power of the great example and the glad feeling of proud and collective joy over our national achievements. Through understanding the national developments in Hungary children could recognize the criteria of research work. As a good practice on the first meeting the coordinator school’s students will introduce some Hungarian game inventions: the Rubik toys, “Gömböc”, Mandorla, Ball trap, Smartegg, the problem of the bitten apple, Java etc. Children can get to know the works of the inventors. This kind of motivation will hopefully inspire the partners.2. Giant games with which we can teach collaboration in a new way. We think that these toys are extremely good because:-they are very motivating-suitable for team work-they are games with big movements which have developing and stress reliever effects, too. -furthermore they are self-made toys which make them more likable-they develop the community extremely well-they don’t only concentrate on Math and the logical thinking but also on other skills( to catch the right headwear needs not just quick thinking but fast legs and short reaction time but good situation awareness too)3. Varied areas of collaboration and cooperation, from the small kid teams to EU prospects.Today children belong to communities, societies even if they seem to be alone in a room. They use Facebook, Skype and the situation is the same at workplaces. Individual tasks are parts of the common activities and in a community children are jointly able to meet the requirements. We live in a world where meetings and sessions are very important. The person who is not able to work in a community will never become successful.Talent maintenance must lead children’s to a late successful adult life and happiness. But it is not possible without team and community work. Thinking and working together and reaching our goals in a group will be the future work form.Children will become successful persons:-if they can find a suitable job where they are able to work as a member of a team-if they can speak about their ideas and can give their logical opinions-they can understand and identify with their team-mate’s ideas-they can accept and submit their idea to other’s better, more practical and more original thoughts.-they can defend their point of view, argue with thoughtful reasoning and explain things from different angles.- in the common interest they can find their own one and can embed it into the common framework.-they can accept the job they are assigned to by the team because the perfect job matching serves the group interests the best.So this way children learn how to become a perfect group member, how to deserve the common’s target and boost themselves in a team.All the mentioned ideas are in the mainstream of the novel directions of mathematics.These activities, which are in everyday practice in the Hungarian school, are introduced by Dr. Polonkai Mária’s book, published by the Hungarian Talent Development Program with the title of “Gazdagító programpárok jó gyakorlatai” (in English ‘Good practices of enriching program pairs’). This book introduces 9 new developments in the area of talent support; furthermore there is a chapter which introduces the talent care work of Vermes Miklós Általános Iskola. http://tehetseg.hu/sites/default/files/konyvek/geniusz 37 net.pdfAnother book on this topic is “Különlegességek” (in English ‘Specialities’) by Podráczky Judit.http//:www.kisiskolasok.hu/images/konyvek/kulonlegesek.pdfVermes Miklós Általános Iskola has been working as a highly qualified Talent Point in Hungary for three years and their method has already been adopted by some other Hungarian schools. This is why the school is trying to find the way to a European-level of utilization in the framework of this project.Though, these activities will expectedly work in our partner countries because they are based on real children claims the program will concentrate on the applicability of the method. A mid-term impact measurement of effectiveness will be carried out to inspect how the system works in different countries, different schools and, corrections will be made if it is necessary.The method can be easily implemented in the curriculum. It is especially suitable for extra lessons, extracurricular activities and free time activities as well.
	ProjectPartnersSelectionDescription:  Selection of partnersThe basis of the program is the practice of the Talent Point, a program to foster gifted children of the coordinator Hungarian school. Their need for sharing their experiences and learning new ideas, practices has emerged this project. The program helps students to acquire the material with joy and less effort. It makes them more flexible, sociable and open-minded that can be more enhanced in the framework of a European project. These attempts meet the priorities of the European Union in the field of education.Even if the levels are close to each other, the diversity of quality and approaches are natural, as well as the fact that different prioritization and different well-tried practices can exist in the partner schools’ system. Working together in order to learn from each other is the main goal.The partners also have great professional experiences especially the Hungarian school. The Spanish and the Belgian (Freinet method) schools have already achieved remarkable results in talent management too. Others, like the Austrian school have just started to renew their system of methodology and this new approach of talent care fits their program. The Portuguese partner expects to create the possibility of a creative atmosphere for students and teachers as well in the school and a chance to show a new perspective to their numerous disadvantaged students.  As the school descriptions revealed there are many talent care experts in the Belgian and Hungarian teams. The Hungarian school, as the coordinator, published the draft of the planned project on the eTwinning and these six partners were the most devoted to the idea of supporting talented students with the help of games.A Needs Assessment questionnaire (Annex1) has been completed by the partners and assessed by the coordinator. The result became the basis of a more detailed program.  All the schools have Comenius project experiences except for Spain. Division of labour between the partners: 1. Mandatory activities for each partner • Intensive participation in the preparations o Reconsideration of the criteria developed by the coordinating institution; interpretation and response referring to their own schools, participants o Quality assurance; carrying out surveys, preliminary questionnaires o Current problemso Introduction of the institution o Analysis of the local methods of the enrolment o Presentation of the local strengths and weaknesses o Assistance to the needs assessment to set the common  objectives; surveyo Designation of the leaders for the local tasks, distribution of workflow. • Intensive participation in the implementationThis part of the project has two dimensions: the work on the meetings and in the meantime. The meetings have great importance especially because they give the only opportunity for students to teach and learn new games and work together while they learn about each other’ life and culture a lot.The utilization and dissemination of the acquired knowledge is the main program of the intervening periods. o Continuous follow-up on the tasks o Regular and efficient communication with all partners, and the coordinator o Careful preparation, organization and execution of the reception of the partners o synchronization of the visit with the local specialties o Arrangement, conducting of their own journeys.o Preparing the participant colleagues, students who start to make a contact with the partners. o Preparing children and their families to receive the guests, and the children who are to travel. o Implementation of the expected brochures, tools and materials for each meeting. o Purchase and preparation of necessary things for the big and gift games. o Incorporation of the learned games into the local curricula. o Developing all the (gifted and disadvantaged either)students using the new techniques learned from the well-tried and exchanged practices. o Handling the financial tracking log (Annex3) • Intensive involvement in the final closure of the projecto Conducting impact assessments, preparing reports, analysing, summarizing o Rethinking of ideas for a further joint project o Ensuring the requirements of sustainabilityo Further rethink of the games,  continuous use o Handling the financial tracking log (Annex3)2. Compulsory tasks for the coordinator Hungarian school beyond the above mentionedo Permanent coordination between the partnerso Financial and professional guidance o Liaison with the school maintainers, tender coordinators o Collecting, compilation of publications and products Special tasks of the partner schoolso Spain: creating and handling the common website, eTwinning page  o Portugal: bringing together the quality assurance of the projecto Belgium: compiling the booklet, DVDo Austria: coordination of the school, local and online game championshipso Italy: following the student diaries and compiling the game dictionary
	CooperationAndCommunicationDescription: During the lifetime of the project cooperation and communication will be based on the internet, the media and transnational meetings. All the preceding activities of the project were implemented via internet. First of all, the search for partners who have the same needs and interests and are fond of logic games happened on the pages of eTwinning. Then we exchanged e-mails to work out the program and agree in the order and frequency of the meetings, the number of participating teachers and students. Later on the program the preparation for the meetings will be achieved via e-mails. The host school needs to share all the information about travelling options, accommodation and the program. All the participants will have to discuss the games and free time programs, sharing all the news in connection with the program by e-mails and on our eTwinning project page.Host and guest students will get in contact with each other via internet. They will share information about their everyday life and holidays, feasts and successes in school, sports or art activities with their project mates. Sometimes they are going to send postcards too.For the dissemination of the programs and the outcomes, we are going to create a common website which will give place to every moment, every result of the project. We are also to register our project on the pages of eTwinning. That gives the chance to make our program well known among countries, schools, colleagues who are in or just interested in Erasmus+. They are mostly devoted to the new teaching methods and good practices and this way they are a target group for us. The goal is to reach them with the program making it widespread and widely used. This channels offer the possibility of making new friends which later can lead to new projects.Video conferences will be held occasionally for game championships and when a topic concerning all of us comes up and needs an urgent discuss. Skype is a useful tool to discuss important questions.Besides these possibilities we can't ignore the importance of school websites. At local level they are the most effective sources for the students, parents and the neighbouring educational institutions to get informed about the project.We will keep a contact with the local authorities, especially with the school district and local Talent support centres.Project meetings will be arranged three times in a school year and are essential. All the partner countries will hold a meeting. Considering the nature of the program, personal interaction is fundamental to get acquainted with the new games, ask questions about them and their utilization and practise them with students. The first meeting is a kind of tutorial for teachers about the essence of the Hungarian school's method. This one is going to be a transnational meeting for a better understanding.The essence of the program is to implement children to the highest possible extent in the process of making, teaching and playing logical games. Watching children’s real actions and reactions during playing games is the way we can get real answers to our questions about the impact of games. The games learnt on the meetings will be spread locally in the schools and then to the neighbouring institutions culminating in game championships on school,  local and international levels in the framework of an online competition.A Game Vocabulary compiled in the 6 partner countries’ languages will help students better understanding of rules.Besides these, on the meetings the host school’s students and teachers will inform the guests about the school, their cultural background and the current state of talent management in their institution.The concept of educating with games will be presented from the point of the host school and different types of games will be taught, played and shared. An important point of this progress is to learn the ways how games can be altered for other educational goals.Each partner school presents national innovations, inventions, achievements connected to the game.The participants will create new games with the help of the host teachers and students by enlarging games, rewording puzzles and building new games realizing the hosts’ genuine new ideas. Enriching and relaxing ideas will be shared but dramatization of mathematical problems is an optional program.The final activity is a Game party where all the guest countries will teach a game to the other partners who will learn and play them.The host schools will implement the program with the help of their students. Additionally, the first meeting will be the platform of the acquaintance and project start, as the last one, of saying goodbye.Besides these goals, the meetings provide opportunities for getting to know each other’s cultural educational background, customs, history and values. Collected diaries of the participating students will inform teachers and parents and the rest of the students about their experiences.
	TopicCCM2Id: 31047505
	ExpectedResultsDescription: 1.Websites  A project web site will be set up in English languagewith all the objectives, programs and results, introductory materials of the partner schools and details of jobs done, pictures and summaries of the meetings. Another page will be opened on eTwinning to get in contact with teachers interested in talent management. This kind of connection can offer a more professional feedback of the program and the possibility of sharing ideas over the topic. The Spanish coordinator will be the site editor and manager.2.Informative booklet about the participant countries’ game inventions and developments edited by the Belgian partnerEvery country who organizes meetings will show this kind of developments, inventors, introduce the interesting parts of the games and show the inventors of the games by means of children presentations. Every partner makes and sends their collections to the main coordinator in 3-12 pages. It will contain a photo of each game, name of the inventor and a description to the point in max. 1500 characters in English. The Hungarian coordinator sends the whole booklet to the partners via internet. This booklet will be ready for copying and spreading. If it is necessary the partners translate it into their mother tongue and send the copies at least to the local schools, professional community work and the regional talent maintenance workshops.Quantitative characteristics:The final booklet will contain 15-30 games, which develop the logic Maths skills, and it will introduce the inventors of each of the 6 countries’ games.It will be published in a minimum of 200 copies per country so all in all there will be published at least 1200 copies in the 6 countries.We will upload this material to the schools’ and the common websites and the eTwinning project page so this way a big number of indirect users can reach it with ease.On the meetings the students will play with these inventions, getting to know their essence. The partner schools will attempt to make these games well-known to students, interested teachers and institutions outside of the project later on.All institutions will give a piece of these national values as a present to their guests so that they can be easily introduced to the indirect participants of the program.3. A PPT collection of good practices on DVD edited by the Belgian partnerOn each meeting there will be minimum two teacher presentations on the following topics:• presenting games, activities and methods used to make determined efforts to develop the logical- mathematical and interpersonal area of the children• the manner in which the development of the skill of engrossment is realized in the host schools, presentation of methods, strategies, well-tried elements and results• platforms, results and applied methods of the collaborative education • the practice of enrichment• The manner of relaxation in which the school program meets talented and other students’ needs for recreation which is essential for them.• good exercises of children and teacher creativity development.• introducing the host country’s talent management (projects of major importance, networking, supporting and special institutions, project habits, curiosities After each presentation the main coordinator gets the PPTs. The coordinator collects, categorize, burn it on DVDs and send them to every institution.Putting the material on the internet in English will make it available for everyone.4. Handicraft products made by childrenOn the meetings participants will make games, sports equipment and objects which are original, new, hopefully unknown for the partners and which are suitable to stop tension and develop coordination and concentration etc. Every school will present some ready-made games to the partners, so probably there will be about 20-25 pieces of collection which is very important in the partners’ talent maintenance, and can be used for a long time by talented children who don’t take part in this project with description of the process and a list of the required materials.5. Game VocabularyA usuful six-language collection of those expressions which can help students with the better understanding of game rules.6.Game championships A series of competitions following each meeting to practice and master the games students learnt. It is help on school, local and project level. On the project level the partner countries’ champions play online.7. Game-party by countriesSince this occasion is based on the countries’ jointly organized and own ideas, games; it will be a procession of innovative games. That will be a real and effective exchange of experience. As lots of people will be invited who don’t take part in this project they can be taken into account as priceless and open sources of experience.All these outcomes and events will appear on the website, eTwinning page and school pages  so they will be available for everyone.
	NumberOfIndirectParticipants: 4500
	IndirectParticipantsActivitiesDescription: Direct participants of the program are teachers of the partner countries and students, especially the 12-15 years olds. They are those who take part in the activities and get the opportunity to experience from first-hand how games can change the teaching learning process by renewing the pedagogical and educational system and refreshing methodology. Guest students and teachers will:- teach and learn games, practice them with the help of the student experts of the host school- build giant games and relaxing games- adapt well-known games by using them in a different way- learn and try out some of the host schools' national game inventions- teachers will learn about the talent support work of the country and especially of the school- teach games At the Game Party the - learn more about the country, people, habits and food of the host countryHost students and teachers will:- prepare these activities- learn games at the Game PartyHowever, the teachers and students participating the program are not the only ones who will benefit from the partnership.At institutional level:Besides the work that the partner schools' project teams perform the rest of the students and teachers have a significant role in the project, too. They are the primary target group of the program and also the persons who cooperate with and assist the project team in attaining the stated goals. - The novel methods, new ideas, games and their uses will enrich their school days. The participants of the meetings convey the knowlegde that they gained there, then they try out and utilize it in their everyday practice. Both teachers and students will enjoy the refreshed classes and can set up new extracurricular activities to exploit the acquired knowledge.- Games, relaxing and enriching activities will help to turn the learning process into entertainment and improve children's awareness and concentration. Building games will help them to understand the essence of the played game and relieve stress ensuring bigger freedom in their movement. - Building giant games and playing with them has an additional social aspect beyond the above mentioned ones. By forcing students to collaborate teaches them some basic rules of cooperation and collectiveness. It can open new perspectives to students with incomplete social skills and it helps their inclusion in common tasks.- The method will get integrated into the school curriculum ensuring its long-life influence on the teaching-learning process and sustaining its beneficial effects on both students and teachers.- The participating students will teach the new games to their mates and mastering them they will teach them to the neighbouring schools’s student. Championships will be held between the meetings on different levels culminating in an online project level competition.- For the better understanding of game rules and descriptions students will pile up a multi-language game dictionary.- In the preliminary periods of meetings the organizing institutions' teachers and students in and outside the project will collect game ideas not just to be introduced. They also select the ones which are the best for being built up jointly with the partners or others which are perfect for being adopted as giant games.Searching for national game inventions which are worth acquainting the guests with them is also an enjoyable and instructive job resulting in increased national pride.Parents of not only the participant students but all of them who follow the project on the internet will become aware that high-level international talent development work that is going on in the institution, which will increase its reputation.Beyond the institutional level:The above mentioned sources of the internet will make the program available for other institutions nearby the schools as well as for representatives of higher levels of education and the school district. These people can also take part in the Game Party which is open to all the interested people and to the media, too. Booklets and DVDs will be edited and spread there. The former is a unique source of national game inventions with their background and the latter is a methodological treasury.By the means of the internet the project team’s job becomes available at an international level. Teachers interested in the topic can dispute their questions, ideas or debates with us through this channel, which opens up new prospective to build connections and new projects later.
	HasParticipantsWithFewerOpportunities: 20000272
	NumberOfParticipantsWithFewerOpportunities: 
	BarrierTypeCCM2Id: 
	SupportDescription: 
	PracticalArrangements:  On partner levelBefore the start of the project activity, in the tendering period, we worked together a lot with the school coordinators as well as they did with their project groups. In the first period of the project we will be able to build on this mutual work.We took  up contact, and then have been keeping it via e-mails, skype and video conferences. This will be the main form of communication during the project as well.The most important task of the program is the clarification of the previously described things: naming of the division of labour, the development of the obligations, duties details, refinement of the potential tasks in connection with the collection of presentations and the ‘Game Treasury’.It is necessary to discuss the tasks related to travelling, accommodation of the teachers, and the placement of children or to lay the expectations towards the host families, creation of to-do lists of things they are expected to sort out.At last there is the finalization of the time of the meetings, work processes, clarification of the checklist of the meetings (Annex2).On school levelThe management and the participating colleagues will clarify the job schedule, duties, local time plan on regular meetings, discussions.The coordinator and the school management discuss all the details of the financial matters with the local authority.Teachers make a presentation introducing the general and talent fostering work of the school and its profile. They build in the project into the school program and curriculum. Students The schools start the preparation of visits and hospitality (travel arrangement, mandatory preparations, preparing children (accommodation, excursions, meals, programs, transportation, preparation of presentations, tools, purchase of materials, preparation of samples, preparation of description of the games, "Games treasury," etc.).1.  Preparation of the students:Prior to the meetings:- collecting games and national game inventions appropriate for teaching them on the meetings- extra language lessons focusing on communication and practicing the game explanations- producing student presentations and samples.- preparation for the games to teach, the tasks undertaken- making games- taking up contact and keeping it with the guest students via e-mails- discussions on the appropriate behaviour and etiquettePrior to travelling:- taking up contact and keeping it with the guest students via e-mails- discussions on the appropriate behaviour and etiquette- extra language lessons focusing on communication and practicing the game explanations- acquiring specific knowledge about the host country - preparation of an information sheet  about each travelling student (photo, personal and family information, hobbies, medication, important information)2. Preparation of the families:Prior to playing hosts:- introducing guest children at a teacher parent meeting, encouraging families to take up contact with their guest children’s parents- parents make a declaration of acceptance, proper care and the expected circumstances- a timetable is  given for the program- consultation on tasks in connection with family day family and guest children’s special and joint programs are important. Prior to travelling:- introducing the host children at a teacher parent meeting, to encourage families to take up contact with their guest children’s parents- preparation of an information sheet  with the parents, describing the scene of the trip, expected programs agreed upon personal requests, contact information, datesThis kind of preparatory work will be continued in the meantime of the meetings and also during the meetings because informing the partners and actualization of the tasks is the key to the successful mutual work. All of the hosts will ensure to have an eye on the arising changes in circumstances to be able to take immediate steps and solve the problems the way which is the best for all involved.Conflict management in the project will be based on conciliation discussions. The most effective way to ensure quality is paying attention to all the partners to provide the best possible performance by giving them suitable tasks and by talks which clearly and jointly set up the rules. This is the way to make them acceptable and enforceable to everyone. On each meeting current activities will be evaluated, together with the results based on a set of criteria worked out in the preparatory phase.
	ProjectBudgetControl:  1. The project co-ordination, communication of the project partnersThe planned methods: consultation, inquiries, questionnaires, surveys, personal consultations, meetingsPlanned tools: e-mail, video conferencing, roundtableOn the first meeting a detailed work plan will be completed which collects the tasks and design the implementation deadline. The partners examine the activity in terms of accurate time-keeping. If the task is highly dependent on external factors, some of which may occur unexpectedly, or is unpredictable, then the possibility of slippage should be calculated. For this case, an action plan will be developed with assigned people responsible for the tasks. The table containing the activities, deadlines, names and the responsibilities is in Annex72. Preparation of a schedule of the partners’ communication, its form and the method of implementation.To reconcile the predictable and designed actions monthly the partners communicate via video conference. In case of an extraordinary event, new situation arising any of the partners can initiate a discussion and appoint a date for consultation. The date and the subject are required to be announced to the coordinators via e-mail 48 hours in advance that they are able to prepare for this.The most important part of time management is to keep the schedule as precisely as it is possible. (Annex7). Another important program point is to sequence the tasks while having an eye on their importance on the first personal meeting. Determining the urgent, pressing, non-urgent categories. Defining a logical scheduling.The financial control will be part of the monthly reconciliation, handling the financial tracking log (Annex3). This is a table which is continuously filled to follow the expenditures during the project. In addition, all the partners will send the financial events of the current state budget to the main coordinator and it will be disputed during the meetings.  The criteria of this report:• The time interval• base amount• amounts spent (how much, how, reason)• amounts used from other sources• amount is still available
	ProjectQualityMonitoring:  The quality assurance plan is designed to preserve the high standard of the project activity level, planned inspections and evaluations:Parallel scheduling - to ensure an equally good quality job of each partner school1.  All the partner schools in every country should strive for smooth, high-quality implementation of the project objective. Maintenance of the criteria of the meetings will be guaranteed by following the checklist. The points of this checklist are mandatory to the organizing countries. The main coordinator reminds the organizing partners of this checklist prior to each project meeting, and checks the planned activities from point to point. The same happens at the end of the meeting to evaluate the job done during the mobility. Compliance with the checklist elements is also held in mind and is jointly monitored during the meeting.This will be used to ensure that all partners would receive the same intensive program during the visit.Vertical scheduling - to ensure a logical sequence of tasks built on each other2. The goal is to ensure preservation of the project quality through the entire process and later on.It means that over time there shall be no deterioration in efficiency. Quality assurance plan should serve the development of the participants from the first day of the project to the last one.  To this end, the school co-ordinators should monitor the following points of the impact assessment survey (Annex6): What impact have the implemented programs done so far on the participating children’s logical-mathematical approach and their playing habits in relation to the mentioned talent area? What impact have the novel approach of collaboration done on the participating children? What impact have the implemented programs done so far on the participating children's English language skills? What impact have the implemented programs done so far on the participating teachers’ talent development work? What kind of games, activities, methods have children learnt in the realization of the project so far, which are suitable for the development of the capacity of engrossment and creativity, diversification of the relaxation types, enrichment?Ensuring the attainment of the objectives3. We will take care of the continuously high-quality creation of project results and the maximum contribution of each partner to the successful compilation of the ‘Good Practices’ presentations DVD and the ‘Game Treasury’, a collection of the chosen national games of the partner countries. A series of Game Championships practicing the learnt games on different levels lead to online games each time to learn the champion of these games. It can easily spread the idea and reveals how useful and popular the games are. The Game Party will be one of the most effective tools of dissemination that needs thorough preparation and professional realization.Things to do in case of problems: It is essential to be on time to make the necessary corrections. To this end, a dispute on actual problems and obstacles is planned for each meeting. If a failure occurs the main coordinator calls the involved partner for the replacement, sets a deadline and they jointly check the correction.In the field of quality assurance, Györgyné  Egri, deputy director of the Hungarian school, Vermes Miklós Általános Iskola, will assist the main coordinator. On the basis of qualifications and experience she is a high-quality expert. (Qualifications collection)
	RiskMeasures:  Risk Management Plan "Unexpected events" are very difficult to be considered in advance.Unexpected situations that may occur at the project meetings:1. Managing significant group delay occurring in relation to travel:- Informing the host families, and clarifying the expected arrival.- Informing the hotel booked for teachers and clarifying the new time with the airport shuttle.- If the delay is to such an extent that affects one part of the program it can be solved with the rearrangement or centralization of the programs. - If a group in question cannot attend a longer program, they will take the video recording of it.2. There will be received information about all the guest students. The host school will do their best to find the best fitting host families for all the guest students and inform the families. They will be prepared for the possible problems. If, after the greatest circumspection, it happens to be that a guest child is not feeling well at the host family, the guest teachers' task to find out what the problem is as soon as possible. If they cannot be able to handle it, they try to ensure accommodation in the hotel of the teachers.3. In case a guest child becomes ill:- Every kid will send an Information Sheet prior to their arrival with details about any possibly existing health problems they have and the medications they take. The host families will be prepared for that.-  In case of emergency, all the students and if possible the teachers will obtain a European Health Insurance Card. - The families are required to take the little patient to doctor, as they would do with their own children, inform the coordinator and their teachers.- The school doctor and nurse will be informed of the guests to be able to assist if necessary.4. Every morning, the host teachers ask the host parents for information, from which they can learn what happened to the guest children, what they ate, how they felt, the programs they took part in. They will act with the greatest circumspection in case of problems, strange situations arise.5. The kids will go to the city walks, excursions with charged cell phones, which will contain the phone number of their teachers. Teachers will also have the number of all their students and the number of the students’ host parents in their mobiles. In case of trouble (disorientation, loss of the group, etc.) this will provide a quick solution.6. If, due to the weather, or because of some unforeseen event a program cannot be implemented, each participant has to provide alternatives of similar programs, organized in advance as rainy day programs.. In case of certain conditions which threaten the realization of the project and its results.1. If the receiving partner will not fulfil their assigned tasks in the implementation of the common objectives (not preparing the presentation for the DVD, sample work pieces, games, national games presentation will not be prepared in time, etc.) they have to make up for it by the time of the next meeting.2. To prevent temporal slippage in the financial processes a thorough preparation and constant monitoring is needful. 3. If it turns out that any of the coordinators neglected their work, commitments hampering the joint work, one of their colleagues involved in the project will be invited to assume the role as coordinator. In the preparatory part partners also talk to the school leaders about how to get help from them in such cases.
	AchievementsIndicators:  Evaluation of the project (final)The project goals and quality results will be analysed by a questionnaire (Annex5). This form is to be completed by the coordinators (six people) in the final phase of the project on the basis of discussions with the teachers. Of course, opinion of other teachers participating indirectly in the project will be taken into account, too. The questionnaire asks a variety of areas related to talent development, examines the efficiency of learned knowledge, methods, activities, performance, and its built-up rate in the daily work.The main coordinator collects the questionnaires from the participating schools then summarizes, evaluates them and draws the conclusions.For the assessment of the effectiveness the impact measurement is used up. (Annex6) Summaries of the interviews and the questions set out there will be done, too.Evaluation of the project (interim)The events of partner meetings are also evaluated during the project. This will be done at the beginning and end of the meetings. At the beginning of the program the participants discuss the effects of the previous meeting and the results which become concretized. All participants will report the following:• What activities learnt during the project have been carried out?• What experiences and skills did the participating students and teachers return home with?• What are the questions which arose in connection with the learned knowledge?We also make an evaluation at the end of the meetings. It will focus on the actual meeting summarize what will have been learned by the end, and the possibility of making them built-in. We will discuss the opportunities for further consideration.This will be always implemented during workshop discussions.Quantitative indicators and indicators at the end of the project1. With regards to the target groups:Number of directly participating students: Number of directly participating teachers: Number of students involved indirectly: (all students of the school): Number of teachers involved indirectly: (all teachers of the school): Number of students indirectly involved in a broader sense: (+ party): Number of teachers indirectly involved in a broader sense: Number of educational professionals indirectly involved in a broader sense:  2. Institutional indicatorsNumber of directly participating schools: Number of schools involved indirectly: Number of other educational institutions: 3. Indicators referring to the studied and presented methods, activitiesAimed at “the ability of engrossment":  Aimed at “the ability of collaboration": Aimed at "enrichment": Aimed at  "creativity":  Aimed at "relaxation":  Reliance on "an intensive motivational base":  4. Indicators of tangible creations Games prepared by children (relaxing, enriching game objects): Number of the built giant games: The number of national games presented in "Game Treasury" booklet: …………. games per booklet The number of DVDs of the collected methodological presentations: a minimum of …….. DVDs (it can be copied and is available on the interentThe number of "Game Treasury" booklet: ……… copies
	MethodologyDescription:   First of all in this project participants want to learn and teach well-tried, established good practices and other successful methods old and new ones alike. Despite the fact that talent management has lots of fields, technics which are worth applying in the school work, there are unique, proven methods, national specialities and approaches with different views.  The participants are urged to learn how the teachers of other countries manage to support talents effectively in their educational systems. What are their technics? In what way are they able to get their students to concentrate on their tasks and immersed in the work? How do children relax and get more inspired and then turn back to the logical-mathematical activities?  In what way does it enrich pupils’ skills and their attitude or eliminate their weaknesses? How can they help children who are not able to fulfil the requirements? On the first meeting, which is a transnational project meeting the partner teachers will get to know how games work in talent support in the Hungarian school and will learn more about the underperforming students and the importance of enriching programs from dr. habil. Éva Gyarmathy. This meeting  hosted by the Hungarian school is an example for the partners..The above mentioned questions can be answered just empirically. In order to understand the different approaches unknown to us it is essential to see colleagues personally at work and children in action when they make and play games or teach them.  Holding  project meetings seems justified as the partners consider that it is necessary to experience the teacher-student relationship in the teaching-learning process in their own everyday surroundings. These meetings will make it possible for teachers to step back from the everyday work and gain a more European view of education. This is the objective that this project can serve perfectly.Another expectation of the participating schools is to acquire new approaches to improve student collaboration. In this modern word there are high requirements for the labour market in the fields of cooperation and collaboration since contemporary social distribution of tasks prefers this knowledge. Developing these skills we can give students the key to a happy future life. How do the different educational systems get there to produce students who have open-minded, acceptive and sociable personality.By the end of the project a rich and novel system of technics and methodology is expected for the participants to exploit and for further development.  Publication and dissemination of the collected and disseminated knowledge will represent a significant added value and can get to some people who play important role in education and able to enhance these effects. We want to use our management budget to organise and implement this program, do the administrative work and also to disseminate the outcomes. The charge of the project web site, costs of the “Game Booklet” printing and “Good Practices” DVDs and leaflets to make the open events known for all the stakeholders.
	ActivitiesDescription: Work Plan of the intervening periods of the meetingsOn the first meeting students will help to make the guest teachers understand how talent support is implemented in the Hungarian school. An address will be held about talent fostering by dr. habil. Éva Gyarmathy.1. Students practise games learnt on the previous meeting and teaching them to other students in and out of the school. Once a year they also teach parents too and this time they build a chosen giant game. Finally, game championships of a chosen game will be organised to motivate students for more practice. These competitions can be help on school level with the participation of the students and with teachers and parents too. On local level the nearby schools can compete and finally an online championship will be held as a culmination of each tournament.2. Each partner organises a relaxing, a juggling (Poi, Flower Stick, Devil Stick, Diabolo, Cascade Ball ), an  enriching magic program (after the show students unveil and learn a trick) or a visit to a museum or exhibition of any kind of Mathematical issues over the period of the project .3. Students compile a multilanguage vocabulary with all the expressions which are useful for those ones who want to learn the game descriptions and rules. 4. In their diaries students will write about the experiences they got during the meetings and all the information they collected in the preparatory phase.5. An exchange of postcards will be regular at Christmas and Easter.6. Children maintain a regular correspondence through the system of eTwinning which can be easily checked by teachers. Work Plan of the meetings1. Greeting2. Discussion of technical details3. Presentation of the school on the basis of the given aspects (teacher's presentation) (theory)4. Tour in the school building (practice)5. Series of teacher's presentations (theory)In the preparatory phase of the project we establish the objectives in the light of previously assessed needs. All the schools introduce their current state in the field of talent support and in relation to this level there are the objectives established at the start and will be the results evaluated at the end of the project. (Annex5) 6. Each partner school presents national innovations, inventions, achievements connected to the game (theory).Student presentations introduce the inventors, the main points of the games, the circumstances of their birth, their curiosities.The guest students try out the games and play together with the pupils of the host school (practice).7. The guest children and teachers participate in a programme where logic, board and problem solving games are played (practice).The games are taught by local students then played together. The local teachers give their colleagues information about the application areas of the learned games, their versions and the possibilities of their differentiation.To get a real picture of students’ game activities is possible in their own surroundings. 8. Creation of games on three levels (practice) (detailed in Annex4)• ENLARGEMENT of GAMES• REPHRASING LOGIC PUZZLES• OUR INDIVIDUAL GAMES The rules and the realization of the games will be planned on the base of the Hungarian school's practice. Students can realize that homemade games are very good because they-  have a great motivational effect-  can be played by teams -  can be played with large movements, which is quite developing, in addition, they have stress-relieving effects and are child-friendly-  working on these games makes them very likable -  they extremely develop the community -  they have an effect not only on the logic but improve mathematics-related skills.9. "ACTING OUT”, DRAMATIZATION OF THE LOGICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS (optional item) (practice) 10. Introduction of talent management practices of the host country (theory) (optional item) 11. Making relaxing games together. (Practice) 12. Presentation of good practices for enrichment (practice) (optional item) 13. GAME PARTY 14. Farewell party15. Bus trips to the surrounding cities. On these cultural excursions the partners can learn more about the guest country. 16. Family Day (Annex 4) Target groupActors in the inner circle of partners, teachers and students, who are directly involved in the implementation. Other students and teachers of the schools will be an indirect target group.Beyond the scope of the partnership there are two major groups involved:1. Teachers, professionals dealing with education in the schools in the wider vicinity of the partner school.2. Families, parents living in the surroundings of schools.Dissemination will help in the recognition of the content after the completion of the project. The "Good Practices" presentation collection and the 'Game Treasury' booklet will hopefully be sent to many indirect users for their benefit.
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	Description: As the schools don’t have any facilities to arrange a Farwell party or culture events to get the guests to know  national folk music and dance, take them to sightseeing tours, cultural trips or show other cultural aspects of the host country a company will be in charge of this job.
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	EducationalActivitiesAddedValue: The participants want to learn and teach well-tried, established good practices and other successful methods. Despite the fact that talent management has lots of fields, technics; systems which are worth applying them in the school work, there are unique, traditionally proved methods, national specialities and approaches with different views.  The participants are urged to learn how the teachers of other countries manage to support talents effectively in their educational systems. What are their technics? In what way are they able to get their students to concentrate on their tasks and immersed in the work? How do children relax and get more inspired and then turn back to the logical-mathematical activities?  In what way does it enrich pupils’ skills and their attitude or eliminate their weaknesses? How can they help children who are not able to fulfil the requirements?Another expectation of the participating schools is to acquire new approaches to improve student collaboration. In this modern word there are high requirements for the labour market in the fields of cooperation and collaboration since contemporary social distribution of tasks prefers this knowledge. Developing these skills we can give students the key to a happy future life. How do the different educational systems get there to produce students who have open-minded, acceptive and sociable personality.By the end of the project a rich and novel system of technics and methodology is expected for the participants to exploit and for further development.  Publication and dissemination of the collected and disseminated knowledge will represent a significant added value and can get to some people who play important role in education and able to enhance these effects. The above mentioned questions can be answered just empirically. In order to understand the different approaches unknown to us it is essential to personally see colleagues at work and children in action when they play.  Holding international project meetings seems justified as the partners consider that it is necessary to experience the teacher-student relationship in the teaching-learning process in their own everyday surroundings. Even the fact that strangers are watching them during their activities can interrupt the routine.  If we additionally snatch them out of their normal situation it must show us a distorted image. The same is true for the teachers, too, working in the same place with the same colleagues for decades. Renewing this routine teachers need to step back from the everyday work and gain a more European view of education. This is the objective that this project can serve perfectly.
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	IsLongTerm: 20000272
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	RecognitionArrangementsDescription: In the life time of this project the partner schools exchange their ideas about talent support with the help of games. There is a plan to increase the number of student mobilities sharing the grant with more students than it is planned.We expect all the teachers to have a Europass CV  which is a document to present your skills and qualifications effectively and clearly. All the lessons learnt from the exchange of good practices will change the participating persons and institutions' everyday life. A strategic partnership in the field of education will influence the academic and practical aspects of the participating teachers' work and the students' attitude towards school and learning. The CV must reflex these changes and this way it will need some amendments after finishing this program. Along with the CV a Europass Mobility Pass will be completed to record the participation int he project  in the partner European countries. Each country has a kind of teacher evaluation  system and taking part in a European Union project can highly increase teachers' reputation.Additionally, the prestige they can get during the project will make them iconic to students and colleagues setting them as a gold standard.
	ExpectedImpactOnParticipantsDescription:  1. Impact on the teachers directly involved in the project (at local and European level)The most significant expected impact from the perspective of the participants is likely to be the expansion of the effectiveness of talent management and its methodology.Since the project's working language is English, an outstanding impact on the development of the involved colleagues’ language skills is expected.There’s a hope for getting to know lots of methodological and professional knowledge and innovations in the affected areas of talent management.Participants will also expand their knowledge and experience at local and European level.Because of the continued international cooperation, the possibility to take up new relationships and some future opportunities for cooperation will likely be grounded.Teachers who learn these games along with the students will become enthusiastic and pass on their commitment. Working together and reading the diaries teachers can get to know more about students and the effect of these meetings on them.Becoming more familiar with the characteristics of their children's age specificities the programs will prove to be more predictable.2. Impacts on students directly involved in the project (at local and European level)Direct impactChildren learn the correct and logical ways of thinking in common games, and preparation. Students will acquire how to distinguish the essential from the unimportant.Children can show a great improvement in creativity and their ability to concentrate will also develop as a necessary result of working in a team.They learn to cooperate, collaborate with others and work in a team.The joint activities will have an impact on their communication capabilities since they need to communicate their ideas, discuss the results.This is an outstanding and intensive opportunity to practice English language and therefore students’ language skills will expectedly show a sharp increase.A direct result of the project can be that the common experiences of our students strengthen their community, what is important for building friendships and developing a sense of belonging. Shared memories will be made and last for a lifetime. On the other hand ,spending a few days far from their parents can make them more independent.Indirect impactStudents can discover their weaknesses which gives them the chance to learn how to cope with them or make strengths out of them.I hope that our students become more collaborative, open and inclusive to their peers and to themselves. The more collaborative they become, the more clearly they can see their own role in joint activities. Finding joy in mutual activities will make them even more motivated towards logic and mathematics. All these effects can lead to the ‘vicious circle’ since success generates more and more challenges. It is estimated that their interpersonal relationships, creativity and fantasy will strengthen.It is an important impact of such projects like this to obtain experiences that are the building blocks of a happy, productive childhood.Enthusiasm can easily become "contagious" to children, and it might even become a major area of interest later or a new hobby can get started and turn to be a serious career starting point.We also anticipate socialization effects of the program as the more socialized children are usually more polite and respectful. Obviously, it is more difficult to make them involved in criminal activities, improper deeds. Another likely and really positive effect of developing a more social and decisive person gives students a better chance of becoming successful on the labour market.Expectedly, the most significant impact will be the development of a more open and inclusive way of thinking, reached by relying on children's interest and the love of games.3. Impact on the directly participating students, teachers and schools (at local, regional and national level)The indirectly effected students can take part in the professional implementation either participating in such programs like the Game Championship in the intervals of the meetings and the Game Party at the end of the program. Getting involved in the project work this way it can have a motivating impact on their own work since a further consideration of these joyful, enjoyable games can bring up new ideas to be implemented individually in these schools.Students of other institutions who play with us will hopefully wait for the next similar opportunity. This way Mathematics and study work become more popular making teachers’ job easier.Our relationship with the intermediary organizations will strengthen.We want to measure the impact of the program twice: (after 13 months and at the end of the project)More details on the topic in Annex6. 
	DesiredImpactDescription:  At local level, within the school, the project will expectedly bring big changes and produce useful results to the students, teachers and parents of the school and this way to the whole institution. As it has previously been detailed a change of students and teachers’ approach towards school and education is expected on school level which may change the relation of students and teachers too. Adapting to the expectations of teaching children in a new way can make us not just more modern but successful either.We expect significant effects on local level, outside of the school. Via local newspaper, teachers’ forums, teachers’ community of practice lots of students and teachers outside the project can gain knowledge about the cooperation and our programs. Teaching and playing games on the Game Championships following the meetings together with the neighbouring schools’ students and teachers will hopefully bring us all closer enabling new connections, friendships. A change of new ideas, news and good practices can be based on these events.The learnt games will be conveyed by these guests to the rest of the nearby schools and spread on by them. There is hope that this method will become part of the daily routine at not just regional but perhaps national level.All the representatives and student groups of the neighbouring schools, chief professionals and educational leaders of the district will be invited to the Game Party. Consequently, we will have the chance to give an overview of the program to them. Hopefully, a good example can easily find followers and all the knowledge acquired at the Game Party will be utilized by those who are indirectly involved, too. The ideas, newly developed games will be possibly worth being taken further and make teachers’ creativity soar this way.   So it will go on in the participating countries with the help of the partners and the conception will develop and become well-known. In the light of the foregoing, it can be expected that a pedagogical method which was developed and implemented by a small Hungarian school will find followers on a European level and will be enriched and developed further by the partners’ enthusiasm and ideas.With the help of international talent support institutions like the Hungarian MATEHETSZ in the Carpathian Basin it is possible to make the project results well-known for a wide range of talent experts who has the power to convey the idea of teaching with joyful games to many schools.
	ImpactMeasureMethodDescription:  Timing:We plan to measure the impact of the program twice: (after 13 months and at the end of the project)Target group 1: Students taking part in the meetingsDirect measurement of impact on students:The coordinator of the project in the school will be the person who will carry out the measurement.Measuring instruments:1. Quality measurement with interviewsMethod: asking for completion of open ended sentences (answered by students).Questionnaire: referring to students (answered by teachers).It was great to take part in the project, because …My favourite newly learnt games are …In our school since the beginning of the project ...I would propose to other students to take part in such projects …The project manager will prepare a summary of children's answers and forward it to the Hungarian partner, who makes the final analysis of the summaries and draws conclusions.Questions referring to students and asked from the participating teachers:What was the impact of the project on the participating children’s logical-mathematical approach and their playing habits in this field? What was the impact of the innovative approach of collaboration on the children involved in the project? What was the impact of the project on the involved students’ English language communication skills? Target group 2: Teachers taking part in the meetingsDirect measurement of impact on teachers:The coordinator of the project in the school will be the person who carries out the measurement.Measuring instruments:1. Quality measurement with questionnaire:What impact have the project had on your talent care work? Do you think the activities within the project can give response to the needs set out in the objectives? What kind of games, activities, and methods have you learnt that are suitable for developing the ability of engrossment? What kind of games, activities, and methods have you learnt that are suitable for developing the ability of collaboration? What kind of games, activities, and methods have you learnt that are suitable for developing the ability of enrichment, relaxation and easing the tension? What kind of games, activities, and methods have you learnt that are suitable for developing students’ creativity? Mention a few new ideas, which had big impact on your previous approach to the games! Do you think you would take part in a new project based on this one?  The project manager will prepare a summary of teachers’ answers and forward it to the Hungarian partner, who makes the final analysis of the summaries and draws conclusions.The main coordinator will attach her insights on these issues in relation to the followings:Describe the cooperation, contact established between the participants! What evidence, experience can you name which demonstrates that the project has achieved its purpose? What evidence, experience can you name which can confirm the participants’ methodological and language renewal? 2. Quantitative:Comparative analysis of the questionnaires about the indicators:This kind of impact measurement will be carried out by the Hungarian management based on the partners’ letters sent as an answer to the questions about the indicators.With the help of Annex1 and 5 a comparison will be available between the needs and the objectives achieved.A comparison of the objectives based on the assessed needs and the final outcomes will be detailed in Annex6.Annex6 has the whole impact measurement and the table which compares the indicators of the program set in the beginning and the values carried out.
	DisseminationTargetsDescription:  Dissemination is one of the most important parts of an Erasmus+ project. The major aim is to share our knowledge; novel ideas, methods with each other and this way hopefully take a role in the promotion of the European educational system. There are lots of possible target groups in case of a project dealing with games as an educational tool.Inside the institutions:First of all, the main attempt is to make the participating schools' students and teachers get acquainted with the program as much as it is possible. - Students will learn how to play then how to teach these games to others. Learning the games and the collaborative way of playing will make them student experts. They can enjoy the excitement of the games and the role of the tutor. The more they know and like it the more they can communicate their enthusiasm to others. Enthusiastic children are the best mediators of such a program like education with games. Passing their positive attitude to their peers and teachers is the way to make the program part of the school’s curriculum and everyday life.Teachers taking part in the meetings will get to know both the theoretical and the practical aspects of the method. They will play the role of the mediator conveying the games, methods and ideas acknowledged during the meetings to the students helping the student experts. Hopefully, the enthusiasm of the participating teachers and students will influence the rest in the schools enabling the method to penetrate all the aspects of education in these institutions. Making it easy and joyful to acquire the material not just in Maths but in Science, English or other classes will be fruitful for both teachers and students.At local level and regional level: All the meetings have an effect on the host schools and change their everyday life. This way the project directs enough attention to this unusual role of games and all these meetings have a program of teaching and learning games culminating in the Game Championship and the Game Party.Game Championships will make the program continuous by getting the students to practice the newly learnt games and master them for being successful on the live or online events of the competition. The good atmosphere of these meetings will offer an outstanding opportunity for creating new connections for further programs.  A project meeting, especially the Game Party, attracts lots of teachers and representatives of civil organizations and the local authority. Teachers of the neighbouring schools can be interested either and could bring fame to this program and to the schools.We also want to invite representatives of each country’s national organization in the field of talent care. Passing our devotion to them will make them stand by our cause to make it well known. Each Game Party will be preceded by an informative session in order to talk about the program, future plans and the access to the project websites. This session is going to be informal enabling the guests to ask their questions and give their opinion. Some of these people will be teachers spreading and exploiting the games and the method, people who are interested in the topic or sometimes parents but there will be experts and members of higher educational organizations, too. At national level:Representatives of different levels of education will help us to bring the idea to the decision-makers of the education. Education is the sector which always needs a renewal with the help of new technics like our program.Being in contact with the national organizations of talent support is a big chance to spread our ideas to all the institutions and persons concerned.At EU level:Internationally, project meetings are extremely useful since geographical limits can put an end to the effect of new ideas outside of the countries. To get beyond those boundaries we need the help of these meetings and the Internet. The school websites and the common webpage, advertised in the events of the Game Party are perfect platforms for this aim. The webpages will contain the plans and all the tasks and events along with our pictures and results. It will be open to everyone and have a forum which will enable all the visitors of the site to share their opinion and dispute the topic. The participating colleagues can create contact with teachers of other countries interested in new methods which will bring other platforms for the project activities and an expanding scene for the implementation of its objectives.
	DisseminationResponsibleDescription:  Spreading information about the job done by the team will be controlled by the school coordinators in each partner school. They will be responsible for the fluent update of the project pages on the internet and the efficient flow of information in the school and with the project coordinator. The project coordinator is responsible for checking all the partners’ works and the update of online information about the program. The coordinator is in charge of controlling if the proper publicity of the meetings is ensured. All of the school coordinators except one have practice in the field of dissemination as they have taken part in Comenius projects before. The main coordinator will help the Spanish team to learn the proper dissemination and always has an eye on their work to give helping hand when it is needful.1. Informing other teachers and students of the partner schools who are outside the projectLearning about the results and activities of the program will bring popularity to the method among the school stuff, students and parents as well and increase the school and the staff’s reputation. - As an opening of the program, the schools will choose a place for the Project Corner which is expected to show the current events of the project. - An important source of information for parents and students or teachers outside the project is the school website. It will contain basic information about the goals and plans of the project and all the information about the meetings, interval events will have already taken place with pictures and summaries. Transnational meetings create the opportunity for the host schools to show their school and environment and introduce games which are national developments making them widely known for the partners and the visitors of the webpage. - All the participants will get some games as a gift on the meetings and they can learn how to use and how to build them. With their help and with the help of this game collection the system will reach all the members of the schools. The 'Game Treasury' booklets and 'Good Practices' DVD along with the Game Vocabulary serve the same goal. 2. Game Championships in the intervals of the meeting- A series of game sessions and competitions will be organised in each partner countries where the neighbouring schools and other stakeholders can learn new games from the participating students.     - The games are from the previous meetings and after some practice school, local championships will be held. Finally an online competition between the partners will decide who the champion is.3. Informing other areas of education and people outside of the so far mentioned circles- Internet is the most important tool of dissemination: Sharing our work and collaborating on a job with the partners needs a more sophisticated system and this is why we plan to open a project page on eTwinning and create an own website. It also offers a perfect surface for children cooperation, an overview on their job for the teachers as well as information for all the people wanting to know more about games and their utilization in teaching.-  All the online information will be available for the partner schools, for the people attending the Game Championships and Game Parties and for other interested people. - The eTwinning page will ensure that people sharing these interests can learn everything about our job or discuss our method which can lead the program or the partners to new projects. - International meetings are also an appropriate scene for dissemination. The host schools will invite guests from the nearby schools and representatives of the local authority, talent support organizations and the press to spread the fame and method of the program.
	MeasuresForDisseminationDescription: In the lifetime of the project there are lots of possibilities to distribute the implemented outcomes, introduce the methodology worked out and show the job done by the partnership.1. Project meetings held by the schools are the most effective way of making people know about the project and its acquis. Being a host school all the school staff, students and parents can get in a direct contact with the occurrences connected to the project. Its programs penetrate the school days and will surely have an impression on everyone. The most impressive parts of the program in terms of dissemination are:- playing, building and teaching games with the partner schools' representatives, showing the main activities of the project in use- taking part in the event of Game Party, learning and playing the guests' games will give an insight of the attempts of the participating partners for students and teachers of the host school, the invited people from the neighbouring schools and the representatives of the local authority, local newspaper and, if possible, TV channel.2. Game Championships in the intervals will mobilise students, teachers and parents not just in the school but in the district and on higher levels of education. They are open to everyone interested in learning logical games regardless of being a talent support expert, representative of a school or a higher educational institution.The learning sessions will ensure an opportunity for the stakeholders to exchange their experiences and ideas like a forum. 3. An exhibition of the gift games collected through the mobilities will be arranged where all the interested can learn about the program by acquisition with the games, learning the rules and practicing them3. By the end of the project a methodological and a practical collection will be compiled. The first one is the 'Good Practices', a collection of methods used in the partner schools talent management program, the other one is an informative booklet with the title of 'Game Treasury' containing national game developments of the partner countries along with a ’Game Vocabulary’. These collections will be put on the common web site, the eTwinning page and the school web pages as well. It will be sent to all the schools where the booklets can be translated if necessary then printed in the number of demands.4. Finishing the project work, an informative session on the work done, its outcomes and the schools' experiences will be held for the school staff in all the partner institutions and for the neighbouring educational institutions' professionals.5. The internet is the channel through which all the teachers and children inside and out of the project, parents, and other educational professionals can be continually informed about the program. 6. Meetings of the teacher’s community of practice and school conferences are perfect forums to talk about the program, the experience gained during the activities and the outcomes. Teachers who will get to know this program by that time of the meeting will be asked to talk about their experiences and successes on the fields of using logical games in education.
	OpenAccessRequirementDescription: We don't plan to produce an intellectual output.
	DisseminationAvailabilityDescription:  This method will be used on a regular basis in the participating schools incorporated into the school curriculum. The project teams, like ‘Talent Points’, set up in all the partner schools will carry on the job upon completion of the program. They will have the help teachers and students who will take part in the project. They will know how to teach and play these games even in English and that would make a cooperation of different educational areas come true. The big publicity ensured by all the partners in the time of the project meetings will bring new followers to our team. The methodology and the games will be introduced, displayed and taught during these meetings to local professionals of education, teachers and students. This way we can convince them how effective and amusing approach is to develop children’s logical thinking by playing logic games. These followers can widen our circle of schools, teachers and organization. Representatives of local organizations like the School Districts and the mayor’s offices have the opportunity to propagate this approach to schools of the district and to higher organizations of the educational system so they are also our target persons in the events.In the meantime Game Championships will be hold with event where games will be taught and practised and competitions on different levels which will culminate in online contests. They will be perfect places for making new connections on different levels of education. These connections can be easily sustained and exploited beyond the lifetime of the project.Through channels like talent support organizations of the partner countries higher levels of education can be reached, too. Besides these, the best channel to disseminate the program and to ensure its availability for an extended period of time is the internet. We are going to create an own web page on which we are going to pile up all the outcomes of the project. It is going to be open for everyone and updated with all the results emerging even after closing the project. With its forum this page will be a perfect place to discuss the topic. It will survive the project and ensure the afterlife of the job done. Giving place to teachers and all the interested parties' deliverance it can stimulate disputes over the topic and will result in new ideas, perhaps a new project which can develop and carry on our job.In the events of Game Parties the access to the project webpages will be spread to all the guests. It will be available in the newspaper articles and TV programs appearing in the life time of the project. Journalists will be invited and the pictures taken there will be put on the website.  Finally, as a summarizing outcome of the project the 'Good Practices' DVDs and the 'Game Treasury' booklets with the ’Game Vocabulary’ will be compiled and sent to all the stakeholders and all the persons concerned. This way the project partners can ensure the proper availability of the outcomes and do their best for the utilization of these efforts to the greatest extent possible.
	DisseminationOtherInfoDescription:  We have taken part in two Comenius projects so far. It gave us an insight to the life and afterlife of a project. TV programs and newspaper articles are usually really inspiring. They will make your mind work and makes you search for new methods and achieve more. Though, they usually have a shorter impact they are worth the effort.As for the webpages, we have experienced that a project which creates a webpage just at the end of the program can expect no more than temporary attention. Consequently, the plan is to set up a website at the beginning of the program and keep it updated throughout it. This is the way to become and stay attractive to others and being attractive is the way to pass our ideas, experiences and new outcomes to everyone.To ensure an equal participation of all participants is vital in a partnership. All the partners name a person who divides the work tasks between the participants and is responsible for the work of the team. This person is in charge of meeting the deadlines of the tasks and finding ways for the team to properly implement the program from the first time. Activities in the intervals of the meetings are essential to keep the program alive and continuous especially if they are based on joint activities for the directly and indirectly interested stakeholders. All these responsible persons report on the work carried out to the main coordinator of the project in person on the meetings and via e-mail once a month. This kind of hierarchy is essential to keep the schedule without any unnecessary quarrels.Being prepared for all the possible mistakes and problems is essential. Once it happened that the coordinator school had been swapped to another one and the new school wasn’t really clear with all the responsibilities of a coordinator. This situation proved to be a real problem at the closure of the program.  
	SustainabilityDescription:  In the Hungarian partner school, Vermes Miklós Általános Iskola, talent care program has a well-established system. Extracurricular activities, and game contests work on a regular base crowned by an annual Talent Day. This program is based on logic games and always needs new games, new ideas so the basic conception of this project was to share the ideas, games and methods gathered in the last few years. In a European Union project like this an exchange of these ideas can be implemented with other schools across borders. From this point of view to sustain the objectives obtained in the project is due to the nature of it.Game Parties will be colourful platform for an exchange of different games chosen by the guest teams to display, teach and practice them with the partners. Our guests will be allowed and asked to try them out and get the sense of enjoying games together.  These games will be built into the everyday work of the schools' talent care programs and will enrich the school life always inspiring the partners to seek for new ideas. All the partners are always in need of new ideas and methods to be up-to-date.On local level Game Championships and the preceding learning meetings will base lots of new connections with different levels of education making the process ongoing.The sources that are at primary schools disposal are highly limited and won’t let the partners to keep in close contact with each other after the end of the project but it is not the only way for that.Getting the basic knowledge of each other’s program makes it possible to maintain the contact via internet. At the event of Game Party we share the access to our webpage with all the guests. It will be available in the newspaper articles and TV programs appearing in the life time of the project and on such partner organizations’ websites like the Hungarian talent support organization, called MATEHETSZ. The common webpage and the school web sites are the best places for exchanging our experiences and ideas with our ex and joined partners from the forum. Following the entries of the forum will inform us about the job our partners do and the number of people who are affected by the project.Additionally, there is the E-Twinning page which is the best place to keep in contact and share ideas throughout the project and after that. Most of the visitors of this site are teachers that makes the connections built on this page more professional. Having an access to talent support organization, like MATEHETSZ in Hungary, is a safe way to spread not just the access to our webpage but the outcomes of the program and new thoughts related to the afterlife of the project.They have a homepage that is frequently visited by those teachers who are dedicated to the cause of talent care in Hungary and in the Carpathian Basin as well. This way we can reach new international partners and pass the whole concept and results of the project to other countries, new schools. Each meeting has a program point of building together logic games and other objects which are perfect to help relaxation or enrichment. Another activity can teach the partners how to adopt an existing game and use it as a giant one which becomes suitable for teamwork this way. The guests will take with them all the games they prepare during these activities along the descriptions and with those national games that the hosts will present their guests with.This collection of games, ideas to bear in mind, the DVD with good practices and the 'Game Treasury' containing the partners’ best national games is an inexhaustible source of ideas.
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